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Jackson-Lee to speak at PV graduation
Congresswoman Sheila
Jackson-Lee, representative of the
18th Congressional District in the
U.S. HouseofRepresentatives, from
Houston, will be the commencement speaker at the Fall "95
commencement at Prairie View
A&M. The graduation exercise is
scheduled for Sunday, May 14, at
10:30 a.m., in the Health and Physical Education Building of the
119-year-old historically Black university campus.
Congresswoman JacksonLee is a member of the Committee
on the Judiciary and serves on the
Crime Sub-committee. The Congresswoman is also a member of the and Aeronautics, and Basic Research.
Committee on Science, where she She is also a congressional member of
servesonthesub-committees,Space the Human Rights Caucus and the

House Democratic Caucus Task Force
on Hunger.
Before being elected to Congress, Jackson-Lee was sworn in as
one of the first African-American females At-Large Council members in
the City of Houston. Prior to serving
on the Houston City Council, she was
an associate municipal court judge for
the City of Houston.
Jackson-Lee was instrumenta~ in the passage oflegislation dealing
with human rights. She concentrated
on issues such as homelessness, gun
safety and responsibility, cable television regulations and the revising of the
traffic modification ordinance. She is
one of only three African-American
women to have served as Director of
the State Bar of Texas.

Springfest model "Catrice" struts her stuff at the annual fashion
show in a swimsuit she designed.

An African dance troupe helped kick off the week of Springfest last Monday at the banquet given for
International students at PV.
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Panthers Bobby Hutton , Bobby Seale, Tyrone, Huey Newton, and
Cy enforce their right to bear arms. See Panther, pg. 24.
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didates and some avoided. They are a others types of development.
The need for experience has
distinguished group of gentlemen who
been
addressed
by each of the candihave all served the city of Prairie View
dates.
They
all
have played a major
for many years. The three candidates
Friends or foes ? Who will
role
in
the
city's
growth
but in the end
are City Councilman Ray Carreathers;
know when it comes to the mayoral
voters
can
only
make
one
selection.
former mayor ( 1984-1990) Ron Levert
race in Prairie View? The City of
City
Councilman
Ray
and former mayor (1990-1994) Dr.
Prairie View will be holding elections
Carreathers
has
had
his
share
of
sucon May 6. The mayor's seat is up for Lee Henderson.
cess.
He
has
served
as
a
city
council
Each of the gentleman has
grabs and three determined gentlemen
devised a plan that will help Prairie member for many years and continues
believe they deserve to succeed Mayor
View grow economically. They also to hold a position. This year, in an
Elroy Stevenson. Voting will take
have land development in mind. Prai- effort to continue the development of
place at City Hall on Highway 290.
rie View has a large amount of Prairie View, he would like to be your
This year's mayoral camundeveloped land, that could be the mayor.
paign has been very intense. Many
site for a bank, a hotel, restaurants or
See MAYOR, page 24
issues have been addressed by the can-

BY LA SHONDA WILLIAMS
Panther Staff
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People (extra)
Mikhail Baryshnikov comes to Jones Hall
The society for the perfonning arts announces the White Oak Dance Project, featuring Mikhail Baryshnikov.
The greatest dancer of our time, Baryshnikov, returns to Houston's Jones Hall stage when Society for the
Performing Arts presents the White Oak Dance Project, an ensemble of 11 dancers performing the best in
modem dance. Tickets went on sale Friday, March 24, for this special engagement, which is slated for two
performances only, Tuesday and Wednesday, May 16- 17,at 8 p.m. Originally a vehicle for choreographer/
dancer Mark Morris's works, the repertoire has expanded to include works by such great modem dance
choreographers as Paul Taylor, Twyla Tharp, Han ya Holm, David Gordon, Martha Graham, Lar Lubovitch,
Martha Clarke, Jane Dudley, and Meredith Monk.. Tickets are available at the Houston Ticket Center in
Jones HaJI and Wortham Center, as well as at all Ticketmaster locations, including Foley's, Fiesta, Sears, and
Blockbuster Music Plus. To charge by phone, call 227-ARTS in Houston or 1-800-828-ARTS if out of town.
Attention all crawf'JSh lovers!
The Spring Preservation League presents the ninth annual Texas Crawfish Festival, April 28-30 and May
5- 7, in Historic Old Town Spring, located just 20 minutes north of Houston. The festival, which will be held
at Preservation Park , is the largest of its kind out side Louisiana. Over 40,000 pounds of crawfish will be
boiled and served with all the trimmings by Jimmy G's, Magnolia Bar and Grill and Louisiana Seafood. Other
savory specialties offered include jambalaya, crawfish etoufee, gumbo, red beans and rice, and com-on -thecob. Other attractions include tive entertainment on four stages, artist and exhibitors from Louisiana, a
country fair carnival and shopping in more than 150 of Old Town Spring's tum-of-the-century shops.
Proceeds from the Texas Crawfish Festival will benefit the Spring Preservation League, dedicated to the
historical preservation ofO\d Town Spring through physical improvements and beautification projects. The
'Tex.as Crawfo,h hours are nom Frida)', Apri\ 1% from 6 p.m, to midnight; Saturda)', Apri\ 19 from 10 a.m.
to midnight; Sunday, April 30 from noon to 6 p.m. Then opening again on Friday, May 5 from 6 p.m. to
midnight; Saturday, May 6 from 10 a.m. to midnight; Sunday, May 7 from noon to 6 p.m. Admission is $3
per person, children 12 and under are free. To reach Old Town Spring from Houston, take 1-45 North, exit
70A, Spring Cypress Road; travel east one mile. Or, take Hardy Toll Road, exit FM 1960 and continue north
on Old Hardy Road to Old Town Spring. For more information on the Texas Crawfish Festival, call Old
Town Spring at 713/350-4000, 1/800/OLD-TOWN, or 713/840-4040 Access Code "C-R-A-W"

Society of America.
At the Panther newspaper
he is a well respected photogra pher. He is also editor o
Pantherland, the yearbok. He i
student teaching assistant of pho
tojournalism and a radio announce
at KPVU.
M'mbijjewe is associate
with
many
organizations, includ
Gitonga M'mbijjewe
ing the folllowing: IMAC, Intema
tional Multicultural Advisor
Gitonga M'mbijjewe, an League, Phi Kappa Delta, Speec
gronomy student at Prairie View, Honor Society, President of th
s a native of Kenya, where he Forensic Team, Vice President o
longs to a tribe known as the Baptist Student Movement
eru. His national language is Gamma Phi Delta Inc., Agricul
tural Student Organization and is
·swahili.
M'mbijjewe, who expects member of the Student Publica
o graduate in May, has been nomi- tions Board.
In 1994, M'mbiijewe wa
ated Who's Who among students
n American Universities and Col- the spirit award recipient, and wa
eges, and has received Outstand- runner up for Ideal Man of th
ng Student in Agronomy (Na- Year, 1995
ional Award from the Agronomy
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May 8--12
Final Exam Week
May14
Commencement

arilyn Lloyd Scholarship for juniors, seniors and grad students
or all students majoring in science or engineering and minoring in federal government related discipline
ncluding business administration, political science, economics and law, this scholarship is for you! The
arilyn Lloyd Scholarship is offering $7,000 per year for B.S. degrees, and $8,000 for M.S. degrees,
onthly stipends of $600 for a B.S. and $1 ,200 for a M.S., and a three-month assignment at DOE. All
l pplicants must be junior, senior or grad students. For additional information, please contact: Dr. Doris
•rice, Room 302 Evans Hall, or call 857-2693, or 857-2694.
ow to get cheaper student loans
tudents who need to borrow money to pay for college can get a cheaper student loan through three
nnovative, borrower benefit programs available from banks that partner with Sallie Mae, the nation's
argest holder and servicer of Federal Family Education Loans, through one or a combination of all three
rograms, says Lydia M. Marshall,, executive vice president of Sallie Mae. Sallie Mae's Great Rewards
ogram is available to borrowers of Stafford Loans --the predominant type of education loan --who
ake their first 48 scheduled payments on time. Borrowers who qualify for Great Rewards receive a two
I •
rcentage point interest rate reduction for the remaining term of their loans. The Great Returns Program
•ffers Stafford borrowers added savings--equal to loan origination fees paid in excess of $250--for
• rrowers who make their first 24 scheduled payments on time. And borrowers who elect to use Sallie
ae's Direct Repay Plan--a repayment benefit that allows them to authorize the electronic transfer of
oney from their checking or savings account for their monthly student loan payments--receive an
dditional l/4percent in_terest rate reduction for their loans.

ere the)' recewed the o~'Q<)rtu- ~assengetalt"Qlaneonhet\teetm~

rairie View A&M University will field the fir t olar-powered automobile ev r d veloped by a
istorically black college or university. Current plans are for PVAMU engineering students ro ru~ ~e
ar in a national contest called "Sunrayce '95" June 20-29. Remarka_bl~, despite the fact th~t- th1~ 1s
v AMU's first entry in a race of this ilk, the university has been seede~ w1thm the top 30 ~~s part1c1patmg
n the event. This means that the Panthers will not have to compete m ~ ope~ compeut10n for the final
oslots which are open for the race. Participants in the race must design, bmld, test and field the first
olar-powered automobile ever developed by a HBCU.

Advisor
Mawire Hope-Thomp<m

Panther Staff:
Tracey Moore
Demetris Holden
Tranisha Wallace
George Spillman
Derek Boyd
Eric-Chamel Gaither
Olin Flowers
Shellie Dick
Stephanie Banks

Chadwick Davis
Lori Williams
Brian Kehinde
Aaron Davis
Felicia A.C. James
Umekia L. Johnson
Joi Starr
Larissa Ridge
LaDawn Hynes

Editorial Policy
The Panther is a bi-weekly publication supported through
advertising and student activities fees. Views expressed in The
Panther are not those of PVAMU or the TAMUS Board of
Regents. Inquiries Hilliard Hall Room. 208 News & Advertising; 857-2132 The Panther, PVAMU, P.O. Box 156 Prairie View,
Texas 77446.

ber of Society of Women Engi
neers, Wesley Foundation, and
National Society of Black Engi
neers.
At present t, she is a mem
her of Tau Beta Pi Engineerin
Honor Society, and serves as chap
lain for Delta Sigma Theta Soror
ity, Inc.
Ravella L. Woods
This semester Wood
Ravella Woods is a me- serves as the student chairperso
hanical engineering student from fortheKPVURadiothon. As Chair
alias. In her spare time, Woods person her duties include gettin
njoyssoccer,singing,dancingand organizations to become financia
as been playing the piano since supporters and give their time an
he was five years old.
efforts for the cause.
She recently visited Fort
Inherfleldshehasreceiv
alley State University in Geor- three internships. For two sum
ia,, where she, along with theC\as- mers, she worked at Beech Airer
ic Dance Ensemble, attended the in Wichita. Kansas. At Beech Air
lack College Dance Exchange. ctaft, she \earned how to fl)' a S\
i\)' \0 tu.C vanOU!. cm.nee c\a!'>!'oe.!., \..a. \

V AMU's historic solar-powered auto

Newsday editor
Michelle Fuentes
Lifestyles editor
Ann Harvey
Advertising man.
Latasha Ellis
Advertising staff
Ericka Felix

Newsweek editor
Lashonda Williams
S rts editor
Paul Masterson
Photographer
Gitonga M'mbijjewe
Circulation Manager
Leon Gilmore

April 29
Pan-Hellenic Step Show

Department News People

Tragedy in Oklahoma City

ith oth r tudent from th vari- E

um.

t

he ~Ot

'IN\

on. m Baytown, m th

s black universities.
Woods is a very involved

rions uppen Depanmenr.
Upon gradua_rio1!, W~
tudent. Besides the Classic Dance plans on making a ma1or ~mpact'
nsemble, where she previously the engineering field, w~J/e at t1!

erved as secretary, she was the same ti~e: pursuing her interest 1
ophomore queen 1992-1993, a tbe music rnd ustry.

Heatsensing devices reveal
bodies
Snoop Doggy Dog and his
OKLAHAMA.--Rescuers using
three co-defendants face trial this
heat-sensing devices have seen the
tiny outlines of the very thing they summer on misdemeanor drug
dreaded most--the bodies of chil- charges. Attorney Thomas Lorenzi
dren from the America's Kids Day- entered innocent pleas for all four
Tuesday in Calcasieu Parish Court.
Care Center.
Even more terrible and The rap star and his co-defendants
frustrating, they could not reach were not present.
Snoop Doggy Dagg,
the three children Tuesday, almost
a week after the bombing of the whose real name is Calvin Broadus,
was arrested Dec. 21, 1994, along
A.P. Murray Federal Building.
Rescuers have now with the three others. The rapper
was in Lake Charles, La .. , for a
reached the edge of the day-care
concert when deputies serving paarea, which had been on the
pers from a lawsuit smelled maribuilding's second floor.
juana
in their hotel room. Trial
There are probably Bnine
was set for June l . If convicted,
more children entombed, and 13
have already been removed, iden- they could get six months in jail
tified and released to their families. and a $500 fine.
··- - ...... . _ ... __ ...... . . .
-· - . -~ · · ---··-·· · --

It was research, plain an
imple. Demi Moore held hubb
ruce Willis' hand as topless danc
rs performed for them at a Man
attan club Saturday night, news
apers reported Tuesday.
Moore is cramming for he
ole as a stripper in Striptease
cheduled for shooting later thi
ear.
It was her fifth or sixt
isit to the club, Scores.
"She's been here enoug
imes that now she knows a few o
he girls by name," a spokesma
old New York Newsday.

Articles taken from Houstot
hr nicle

---·- ------- ------·------·
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SGA leaders Starr and Burney rekindling P V pride in '95
dent must have a right hand
man. SGA vice president is
also a senior engineering
major. A Detroit native,
Kofi Burney has made an
impact on Prairie View.
Burney has been active in
SGA for a while. Like
Starr, the fonner senator
aims to restore school pride.
Burney has begun
researching private housing
for upperclassmen. The
location has not been conSGA
firmed but the plans are
being discussed. They are
looking into providing kitchen facili"As long as I am SGA presities and laundry. After speaking to PY
dent, I'm going out without a
President Charle Hines, Burney said
fight. I'm totally against the name a new donn will be constructed oon.
change. Prairie View is a first
He also would like to concentrate on
class HBCU and I can't imagine increasing school enrollment.
Texas A&M at Prairie View. I
He encourages everyone to
came to Prairie View A&M not
become involved. "SGA is not just
Texas A&M at Prairie View."
comprised of officials. If you feel
there is a need for change , involvementisencouraged. For tho e tudents
orien\ation the freshmen wi\\ \earn
\\\e resu\lS are 'In
who are interested in joining, top by
Prairie
'
hew
history,
"Dear
Prairie
TheSG A.. e11.ecu\'l~e'0tanc\\
the
SGA office or ask a member:·
View"
(school
song),
and
preview
a
presidenr,
I'm
nor
going
our
withis all new; each member has leadout a fight. I'm totally against the
In addition to addre sing conership experience which may video.
In addition to freshmen Starr name change. Prairie View is a
cemsoftheuniversity,thecityofPrairie
contribute to an even more successView is also important to SGA. The
ful SGA school year. After facing plans on obtaining moral alumni sup- first class HBCU and I can'timagnew vice president would like to work
defeat in the oasL when campaign- port. He believes alumni may be ine Texas A&M at Prairie View. I
came
to
Prairie
View
A&M
not
with the city in bringing a hotel chain
ing a second time you have more prompted to be more supportive if
to Prairie View. He noted, "Due to
they become aware of what's going Texas A&M at Prairie View.
insight.
Every successful presilack of housing the university has not

Senior electrical
engineering major
Darius Starr captured
the student bodys' attention, winning by a
land slide. Although
his reign doesn' t begin until May I , Starr
has already begun
spinning wheels. Last
election he was forced
to withdraw from the
election and this year
he came back tronSGA president Darius Starr
ger than ever.
When asked how
he fell after the resu Its were posted,
he responded, "I was relieved and
BY LASHONDA WILLIAMS
excited, a lot of stress has been taken
ewsweek Editor
off. I'm ready to get started." He will
begin with increasing the number of
on-campus
activities in hopes of rePrairie View A&M University will
storing
Panther
Pnde. He is currently
have new Student Government Asworking
with
the
Placement Center,
ociation officers effective, May I .
coordinating
activities
for the upcomAfter weeks of campaigning and
ing
Freshman
orientation.
During the
\ong hours of strategical thinking,

WE'LL HELP YOU EARN
$30,000 FOR COLLEGE.
Now the Army can help you earn more than ever
before for college, if you qualify...up to $30,000 with the
Montgomery GI Bill Plus the Army College Fund.
This could be the perfect opportunity to earn the
money you need for college and develop the qualities that
will help you succeed once you get there. For more information, call your local Army Recruiter.

ARMY
BE ALL YOU CAN BE:

university. In an effort to gain support, pamphlets will be made and
mailed to alumni.
Starr has been a member of
severa l
organizations on
campus;despite his busy schedule he
manages to maintain a decent GPA.
He says, "It 's all because of time
management. Academics, SGA and
then a social life.
When asked about the very
controver ial name- change issue,
Starr said, "As long as I am SGA

vice president Kofi Burney
been able to host many conventions
that could put us on the map."
If a hotel chain is brought to Prairie
View it would mean job for tudents
as well as the community. He would
like the university to some day host
the Honda All Star Academic Chailenge, engineering and maybe
fraternity conventions.
Leadership skills are very
important and Burney has had more
than his share of experiences. Word
Burney Jive by, "Before any organization comes, God comes first. Being
elected by the students, I feel my
commitment to the students through
SGA.
.
Burney and Starr have so
much in common, they have the same
visions and are both willing to go the

Virus hits computer center
BY ERNEST CLAYTON
Panther Staff
More than 30 students a
week lo e their computer work to the
monkey virus and other computer
viruses at the student computer center, Prairie View.
During the last December
finals week approximately 50 of 150
students had infected files which
likely resulted in lost computer work.
"It's an inconvenience.
Right at the point were you think that
you're through, the computer just
shuts down," said PY student Kacy
Platt.
The monkey virus, seeming
the most popular, preys on hard drives
in computers and duplicates a file or
files until the memory overloads and
crashes the computer.
To prevent computers from
catching viruses, anti-virus programs

are used, just like people receive inoculations to ward of diseases.
"Every morning we clear the
computers of any viruses by running
CPAV (Central Point Anti-Virus) to
prevent the spread of computer viruses . So far the center's computers
have not been infected, it's the srudents disks that carry the virus," said
student worker Inez Simien.
Viruses are spread by unprotected computers used outside of the
lab.Just 1ike certain diseases are spread
through persons who have not been
inoculated.
So to insure a virus free disk
first take it to the computer center to be
formatted. Then only use it on protected machines.
Also run CPAV periodically
on your disk to make sure that you
didn' t pick-up any viruses.

all the individual awards. Turner will
alsohavetheresponsibilityofcritiquing
all of the plays presented. Turner said,"
This is very important and brings with it
a lot of pressure... and there probably
won't be any black schools there."
Turner was recently honored
by the Cy-Fair ISD Board of Education
for his outstanding work with the Utopia
Club at Jersey Village High School.

C.LeeTurner,associate professor of theatre
arts at Prairie View A&
University, directed his
high school drama
troupe to the coveted
Best Play Award in the
University Interscholastic League State One
ActPlaycontest in 1975 t::::::.=:::::---,

African American theatre professor in the

State of Texas to be invired ro serve as critic
judge for the State UlL
One Act Play Contest.
This history
-making event will take
place at the University
of Texas, May 4-6.
"It's a great

April 20, 1995 marked the
sixth annual Army/Navy
Joint Spring Awards
Ceremony. The purpose of
the award ceremony is to
recognize both Army
ROTC Cadets and Navy
Midshipmen and for their
academic and military
achievements.
The award ceremony
corresponding battalion
commanders were Titus
R. Burns, SSgt. U.S.
Marine Corps, Midshipman Company Commander, and John R. La
Sell, Cadet/Lieutentant
Colonel, Cadet Battilion
Commander. The commanding officers W.O.
King Jr., Captain, U.S>
Navy, and Michael Boson,
Lieutenant Colonel, U.S.
Anny were award presenters along with President
Hines and other Houston
area military

BY LORI WILLIAMS
to help Classic
Panther Staff
become one of the
T he Classic Dance
top organizations. I
Ensemble held it's annual awards
challenge the
banquet April 20, l 995 in the
incoming president
athletic dining hall Alumni.
to take CDE to
Certificates of achievement
greater heights in
in dance were given to the male and
the next year."
female dancers of the year, Horace
Some of their
Franklin, and Monique Rice.
accomplishments
I feel very honored to
this year included,
receive this award," Rice said.
performing for the
During the banquet, CDE
queen's ball, Mr.
held elections for the 1995-96
and Ms. PY
school year.
pageants, Ms.
Officers were elected were:
Black & Gold
President-Tarona Jackson: VicePageant, and Black
President-Krislte Williams; SecreBridal Expo in
tary-Lori Williams; Treasurer-Myra
Houston.
Phillips; Historian-Patrina Adger;
The
Public Relations- Samatha Thomas;
Ensemble recently
Costumes-Monique Rice.
returned from
Sharvelle Jones, fonner
Black College
president, issued her challenge to
Dance, held at Fort
the president for the upcoming
Valley State in
season.
Georgia.
"I have worked very hard

(two awards), and other awards. He is
married to the fonner Vanessa
Williams of Jackson, Mississippi, and
is the current Waller County Commissioner for precinct three.
Some of the awards presented
this year were: Military order of the
Cootie Award to Midshipman Ramon
G. Munozand the Houston Council of
the Navy League Award presented to
Sgt. Titus R. Bums.

honor that I worked hard to be able
to achieve," said Turner. He will
serve as the single critic judge of the
3A Division schools May 4 in the
Performance Arts Center's Bass
Concert Hall at the University of
Texas at Austin.
Turner will be judging eight
plays and will pick the first, second,
and third place winners along with

t========::::l

Dance group holds awards

organization representatives.
Guest speaker at this years
award ceremony was Frank D.
Jackson, Captain, USNR. Capt.
Jackson was commissioned from
Prairie View in October 1973, and
returned to instruct at the NROTC
unit here at Prairie View in 1979.
Capt. Jackson's personal decorations
include: the Navy Commendation
Medal Navy Achievement Medal

Turner to be first black jµdge at
UIL tournament at UT-Austin

and 20 years later he
will have the distinct
honor of being the first ,..__ _ _ _ __.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---1._ _ _ _ _ _.LU

Sixth Annual Army/Navy Joint Spring A~m~~ds Ceremony

Color Guard during military awards ceremony in the Dome.

'This is very important and brings with it ...pressure'..

--·-----------.
YEARBOOK POSITION OPENING

Applications are invited from
interested students fo& t he
position of 1.~=o.~,L'::.dJt.i:u:.
for the 1995 ·1996 1,catlemic year.

RESPOHSIBILIUCS
-Provide leadership through
assignments and professional
guidance for staff members.
-Supervise the regular publication
of the yearbook.
-Represent the yearbook at scheduled
workshops,meetings and other forms.

QUALIFICATIONS
Applicants must satisfy the following
requirements:
-Junior or above classi!ication at
the time of tenure.
-An overall GPA of 2.75 or above.
-Completed Newswriting l course
(or equivalent)with a "BH or above ,
-Completed Co~.rs"~ications Law and
Pt,otojournalism (or equivalent).
-Write an essay on editorial
philosophy.
-Be interviewed by the Student
Publications Board.

Applications are invited from interested students for the
position of Edjtor-in;Chief of the Panther newspaper for·
the 1995 -199 6 academic year.

Responsibilities
-Provide leadership through assignments and
professional guidance for reporters, editors and
staff members.
-Supervise the regular publication of the newspaper.
-Represent the newspaper at scheduled workshops,
meetings and other fora.

Qualifications
t Applicants must satisfy the following requirements:
-Junior or above classification at the beginning of
tenure.
-An overall GPA of 2.75 or above.
-Completed Newswriting 1 course (or equivalent)
with a "B" or above.
-Completed Communications Law course ( or
equivalent).
-Write an essay on editorial philosophy.
-Be interviewed by the Student Publications Board.
Application forms may be obtained from Hilliard Hall Room 216 or 207.
Completed forms must be returned no later than May 1 at Sp.m.

The Panther is a student-run, bi-weekly publication. Staff positions are
Applications may be obtained from
Hilliard Hall Room 216 or 207.
Completed forms must be returned
no l ater than May lat 5p.m.

open to all students enrolled at Prairie View A&M University.

,,

L---------------------- ---------------------
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Official at HBCUs meet to discuss Clinton's 'ethic of service'
Corps, American College Testing Ser- plication has narrowed considerably.
vice, State Post Secondary Review "More than ever before, knowledge is
sively, representatives from 34 of the Programs, and Family Educational power," he said.
nation's historically black colleges and Rights and Privacy Act.
Bailey'sremarkswereinconuniversities (HBCUs), met with fedAdditionally, members of cert with the President's request that
eral government leaders and the state NADCDRAO conducted workshops institutions of higher education utilize
governing officials to map out strate- and seminars to provide insight on their resources and students to provide
gies to implement President Bill ways to better provide service for the significant service in their cornmuniClinton's call for a return to an "ethic constituents of member institutions and
of service".
serve as a model for other higher edu"Clearly, our colleges and universiTwo staff members of Prairie cational institutions .
View A&M University were among
Hugh Bailey, senior program ties must reinvent themselves in ways
those gathered at the 69th National officer, Corporation for National Ser- that revisit and renew their historic
Association of College Deans, Regis- vice, told the conference attendees to mission of serving the socuty whose
trars and Admissions Officials find ways to involve service in their confidence they badly needto regain, "
(NACDRADO), in Charlotte, N.C. educational programs in a significant
under the theme: "HBCUs Preparing way. ·
Students to Bridge the Gap Between
"Clearly, our colleges and
the University and Community: The universities must reinvent themselves
ties, and that service should be considEthic of Service."
in ways that revisit and renew their
Robert Ford, registrar and historic mission of serving the society ered a vital part of the total educational
director of admissions and Sharon R. whose confidence they badly need to preparation.
He explained that education
Marshall, assistant director of admis- regain," Bailey said.
in
the
21st
century must be classified
sions atPV participated in the four-day
He told the participants that as service-learning. "So it is when
summit.
we live in an information age where
During the meetings, they the dissemination of knowledge oc- students engage in service-learning that
heard representatives from the Corpo- curs faster than before. The elapsed the university's civic and academic
ration for National Service, Peace time between "pure" research and ap- missions converge."
"This is a powerful idea that
Moving bold! y and aggres-

It() N

reshapes the conventional notions of
what scholarship is, who scholars are,
and what universities are for," Bailey
added.
Being just as forthright in his
push to involve African-Americans in
more service oriented endeavors, Ambassador Charles Baquet m, deputy
director of Peace Corps, has traveled
the country visiting HBCUs to make
available the base of training and
knowledge his organization can offer.
"Peace Corps can make a
good college graduate a great (one),"
he told the organization of individuals
who have a tremendous impact on the
career decisions that their students will
make.
Jacque Twiggs, career planning specialist, American College
Testing, told the group, "We are back
to the grass roots." She pointed out the
need to concentrate on what local education can do to implement the
president's thrust.
'The world of work will be
characterized by a continued shift from
an industrial work force to an informa-

tion and service work force requiring
difficult, more advanced skills and attitudes of tomorrow's workers," said
Twiggs. She pointed out that by the
year 2000, 90 percent of all jobs will
require some knowledge of computers.
Dr. Jean Bell Manning, vice
president for academic affairs at
Langston University. Langston, Okla.,
and president of NACDRAO, challenged the membership by saying,
"Today, in this very room, is a tremendous repository of knowledge on
mobilizing the resources of colleges
and universities to empower the communities."
Shecontinued, "Wethemembers of NACDRAO who represent
historically black colleges and universities, who have never been sensitive
to the need for community service,
recognize that the time is now!"
The conference was steered
in the desired direction when she concluded, "Don't kill the dream-execute
it!"
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.F O R T H E FU T U R E"

PV NAACP chapter to host
3rd annual scholarship banquet
BY BRIAN KEHINDE
Panther Reponer
The Prairie View Chapter of have many programs to choose
the NAACP will host its Third Annual from, to suit individual interests,
Freedom Fund/Scholarship Banquet including the Political Action Comon April 29, at 6 p.m. in the West Wing mittee, the Treasurer Committee,
of Alumni Hall. President Gary Floyd andsoforth. Wehavebegunimpleis hoping students will tum out for this menting a Tutorial Program."
honorary members program Saturday.
This year's theme for the
In a phone interview, he spoke briefly banquet is "A Legacy of Leaderabout some of the problems the ship and a Symbol OfExcellence!"
NAACP has overcome in recent years. The featured speaker will be Judge
'There has been a change in Morris Overstreet of the Texas
position of executive director, and Court of Criminal Appeals.
some changes in operation of the na- Overstreet is the highest elected
tional organization," Floyd said. ''This Black official in the state
position has not yet been filled, but of Texas, and the only African(our interim) Earl T. Shinhoster is a American elected to a state-wide
worthy potential candidate for office. office. Judge Overstreet graduated
The NAACP has also recently ap- from Angelo State University with
pointed Merlie Evers (wife of slain a Bachelor of Arts degree in Socicivil rights activist Medgar Evers) as ology. He received a Doctor of
chairman of the board."
Jurisprudence degree in 1975 from
He says the organization is Texas Southern University and was
still strong despite their difficulties, licensed by the State Bar of Texas
and cites their increasing membership to practice law the same year. He
as proofof this. "Nationally, we have is now studying for a masters' de720,000 members, including 22,000 gree at PVAMU.
Overstreet's legal career
adult chapters and 700 college and
youth chapters. We still have a good includes five years as prosecutor in
base in this country, and we do bener the 47th Judicial District, the Disin certain areas (such as voter registra- trict Attorney's Office in Amarillo.
tion) than in others, but we are steadfast He advanced to First Assistant DA,
in improving all areas. Our losing $4 and had spent six years in the primillion set us back, but we are working vate practice oflaw, four years as a
hard to heal problems that all factions trial judge
presiding over the Potter County
have had."
Floyd was enthusiastic about Court at Law #1 in Amarillo. As a
the NAACP banquet to be held on prosecutor and judge in hundreds
campus. Fourteen NAACP officers, of jury trials and thousands of nonmost of whom are Prairie View stu- jury trials, Judge Overstreet never
dents , will be honored for their had a criminal conviction reversed
contributions in their respective com- on appeal to a higher court because
mittees for their dedicated service. of an error committed by him.
Floyd is expecting a good
"Each officer has performed well in an
integral function of their chapter, and turn-out for their honored guest
they will be recognized (at the ban- speaker. As president,
quet). There are a couple officers who his duties primarily consist of workare not Prairie View students, but are ing with officers to carry out their
adults here at the university who have various duties, scheduling meetings,
carried programs off (excellently)." and hosting fund raisers and events
Floyd mentioned that any- such as this one. The prospect of
one interested in becoming a NAACP getting this banquet together bodes
member should fill out a membership well for the organization, and chanapplication with additional fees. If nels new drive and energy for further
they have paid their dues 30 days prior progress.
to an election, they are eligible for a "The NAACP has a bright future in
position. Officers are elected yearly. spite of the difficulties which have
Floyd said he was newly elected presi- been apparent. The deficit we have
dent of the Prairie View chapter this had nationally is very quickly beyear.
ing erased. Therefore, we know
"We encourage people to that we are continuing to prosper in
work hard and believe in academics order to rid American society of
and self-respect," Floyd said. "We discrimination and segregation."

The editor and staff members of The Panther would like to thank
students,faculty and staff at PV for their support throughout the
school year. We are looking forward to another great year. *Our
special thanks also to our advertisers. *Keep reading The Panther.
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Michelle Collins
"Remain focused and don't
.
.
let any wants outweigh your needs ... Beta B1olog1cal Hon~r S~iety (Presialways give it your best because me- dent!,Beta,KappaChi Sc1entificHonor
diocre work will get you nowher ., Society ( 9~). and the Alpha Mu
say's Michele M. Collins
e Gamma National Foreign Language
This outstandi~g Biology Honor Society (Treasurer '94-95).
maj.or from Lafayette La. will gradu- .
Her s.ummers ~ave been
ate mMay with a 3.92 G.P.A. and will ~1sely. filled with several internships
being attending Louisville Medical mcludmg the Mayo Graduate School
School in July on a full academic schol- ~u~er R~search Trainee, the Minor1~y.B1omed1cal Research Support Pararship.
Collins has definitely made uc1p~nt, and the University of Texas
the most of her four years here end·
medical Branch at Galveston Summer
mg Research
h.er academic career with extra-cur. .
ncular activities such as: Beta Beta
. Col!ms future plans are to
pracuce family medicne.

__.......-

--~

'95

Lonya Woodard

This graduating senior Compaq Computers, Professional
fromFortWorlbTx.willleavePrai- Food.Management. and currently as
rie View with a 4.0 major G.P.A. , ~n Acc~ntant Assistant for AUXJ1an overall average of 39, and ajob 1~ ~rv1ces where her responsibiliwith Coopers & Lvbrand.
H
ties mclude reconcilino
books
'J
mous-·•
~
, reton.
viewing auditing, and bookkeeping.
Leen am has maintained
Her activitieshave included
herimpressive grades while work- the YMCA tutorial program, Delta
ing several jobs that have included ~u Delta. and the National Associauon ofBlaclc Accountants.

"All things are possible
through the will of God."
feels
graduating English major Lonya
Woodard.
This criminal justice minor
from Ft. Worth, Tx, will begin a teaching job in the Dallas/ Ft. Worth area.
The high achieving and spiritua~ Woodard has been very active
w.hile on "The Hill" participating in
Sigma Tau Delta (English Honor Society), and the National Association for
B\ack.s in Criminal lustice.

A&IS nlaces hieh percenta2.e of students in ~ub\ic sector
confonn to peer group dire uve .
Another interest Credle has

Top left, models at Spring Fest '95 fashion show on Wendsda A ril 12
.
Kappa Kappa Psi performing at the Step Show in which they pr;ce~rst o~ ~:!~y~:;:.g:i

BY CANDICE CLAY
Panther Staff

..4
Above left, Fashion Show participants mod r
.
.
students enjoying the free steak . . . e mg weddmg attire. Above right, Prairie View
p1cmc given by Marriott food services Tuesday, April 11.
·- - ______ All phot~s take~ by Gitonga M'mbijjewe

The associate professor and
chairman of the department of Accounting and Information Systems
(A&IS), Dr. Sid H. Credle, has a lot to
brag about placing 16 graduates into
the work force and nine undergraduates in internships.
The departments objective is
to prepare students to obtain substantive professional positions in the
decision-related management of profit
and non-profit entities.
In addition, the accounting

besides hissrudenr is the Panther Kendo
Club, for which he is the advisor.
The club began the summer
of 1990 to examine whether intuition
and creativity (among other desired
skills), could be developed indirectly
via the Japanese fencing martial art. lt
is hypothesized that the use of Japanese
fencing can develop student creative
skills by allowing them to relax the
Melanye Price
logical side of the brain for development of the more intuitive side.
"If we stand tall it is becaus
The Panther Kendo Club
we
stand
on the backs of those wh
meets once a week and is limited to 12
came
before
us." said Melayne Price
members; primarily majors in accountthe
graduating
senior from Houston
ing, information systems, physics and
Tx.
engineering.
Credle feels that chess is anPrice,amemberoftheHond
other game to build strategy among his Campus All Star Challenge an
majors." Every chess game consists of Banneker Honors College, will be at
on student, faculty and firm interac- a series of plans; of successive moves, tending a graduate program in the fie!
curriculum is designed to prepare stution.
each of which must be carefully evalu- of Geography at Ohio State Univer
dents to take and pass the uniform
"The objective of the leadated as to whether it contributes to sity.
certified public accounting examinaership program is to develop the
carrying out a strategic plan and at
tion after graduation. The information
non-technical skills of our students",
systems curriculum is designed to detimes, of a series of more or less unexsaid Credle. The leadership program
velop the professional computer-based
pected moves which make up
was established during the Fall of
competencies of students to enable
~ombinations", said Credle. " Strategy
1988 with students participating in
them to participate in the planning,
1s the overall plan for handling a game
internship development, group indesign, implementation, and manageor series of strategic phases with defiterviews, finn-specific research, and
ment of information systems and
nite goals."
public speaking.
advanced technology.
Since 1988 twelve students
Students are involved in
To ensure that the students
have been placed in the state auditors
public relations activities with outare confident, well-rounded and cadepartment that audits all the colleges
side firm representatives via campus
pableofabove entry-level perfonnance
and universities in the state of Texas.
tours, lunch discussions and recepon the initial job placement, the A&IS
"In the last two years we have
tions. Student leaders are taught
department provides an intense proplaced 9 people ( 14~);the
methods to delegate authority and to
fessional learning environment based
highest percent among HBCUs

r===========
Congratulations
Seniors.
Job
Well
Done
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SUMMER READINGS
eramic

Uncles

and

Celluloid

BY CANDICE JONES
Panther Staff
Patricia A. Turner is associate professor ofAfrican-American,
African Studies and American Studies at the University of California.
Her book Ceramic Uncles and Celluloid Mammies is an overview of
black images in movies, advertisements, collectable figurines, and their
influence on popular culture.
Ceramic Uncles and Celluloid Mammies focuses on the past
150 years since the creation of Uncle
Tom. The material objects, verbal
folklore and media portrayals of African-Americans, the topics
discussed in this enthralling book,
are the products of the white imagination Turner says.
/
The first three chapters of
the book focus on physical, tangible
artifacts that send off insidious images of blacks. The chapter shows
the ways in which clothing worn by
blacks were actually negative stete.0\'1t>CS of themselves. 'The book

FOOD FOR THOUGHT: PROFJLE OF A MAYOR
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SUMMER READINGS
Toms, Coons, Mulattoes, Mammies, and Bucks

Mammie

also probes myths about the relationship between blacks and
alligators, and those attributed to
other beings for African-Americans.
The book also talks about
demeaning jokes that circulated in
the post-Civil Rights era.
Q. " What do you call a
black man in a suit?"
A. "The defendant."
The book mentions that
images ofAfrican-Americans have
been limited and are often onedimensional. The author reminds
her readers that several negative
icons are still in popular culture,
but are shown in a subliminal and
sophisticated manner.
In the final chapters
Turner analyzes the way men,
women and children are depicted
and how the "mammie" and Uncle
Tom images surfaced. This exceptional,
informative
and
extraordinay book is a real treasure
and deserves widespread attention
from readers, it should be required
reading for al\ African-Americans.

The Spook Who Sat By The Door

An Interpretive History of Blacks in
American Film
By
Donald Bogle
The Continuum Publishing Company
(1989)

Scholarship Funds Available
To find college money call
(713)557-9071 or write to
1 831 5 Spellbrook Dr.
Houston Tx, 77084
Guaranteed Results

R. E. CARREATHERS -THE LOGICAL CHOICE

CfTIZENS OF PMIRIE VIEw. ONCE AGAIN WI! HAVE COME TO THAT CRITICAL PER100
Of' TIME FOR ELECTING A MAYOR FOR OUR CITY. A CITY THAT IS "UNIQUE", IN THAT
IT B, IF NOT THE ONLY, IT IS ONE Of' THE FEW CITIES IN AMERICA THAT CAN TAKE

The Spook Who Sat By The Door

All Black males are criminals involved in drugs and gangs.
All Blacks are on welfare.
All Blacks are good entertainers.
Blacks just aren't to bright.
These are fixed notions that the
majority of world society has of the
Black race. That these negative images, or stereotypes, exist today is
largely due to the role Hollywood
played in creating and maintaining
these images.
Television and the movies have the
power and ability to broadcast a particular theme or idea to massive
audiences all over the world. These
ideas, after being viewed over and over
again, with out any opposing images,
become reality to the viewer. Simply
put, people believe what they see on
television and in the movies.
Donald Bogle, a professor at Rutgers
University and former writer with film, Toms, Coons, Mulattoes
Ebony magazine, explores the origins Mammie , and Bucks.
of these negative images in his inter-Aaron Davis
pretive history of Blacks in American

The Isis Papers

PRIOEIN:

HOSTING A RENONol Bl.ACK EOUCATlONAl. INST1T\IT10N, "PRAIRIE VIEW AUi
UNIVERSITY TIIAT HAS NOT ONLY THE RESOURCES AND CAPABILITIES OF
ELEVATING ITS" STUDENT BODY TO ACADEMIA HALLS OF FAME BUT ALSO
HAS THEE FINANCIAL BASE TO l"ROVIDE THE CITY Wnt THE TRUST
NECESSARY TO ELEVATE IT TO TIIE SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC LEVELS ABOVE
THAT OF ITS NEIGtUIOIUNG
TIIE RESIDENTS, REAL ESTAn, BUSINESS, SOCIAL AND RELIGIOUS

COMMUNITY IS 81..ACK CONTROi.LED.
CITY GOVERNMENT (EXECUTIVE-UGISLATIVE.JUDICIAlt IS BLACK.

LAW ENFORCEMENT AND FIRE PROTECTION, IS Bl.ACK.

CUR FINANCIAL AND SOCIAL DESTINY CAN AND SHOULD BE Bl.ACK

C0NTIIOLLED.

AS WE APPROACH TIIE YEAR Of 2000, WE NEED THE "SERIOUS LEADERSHIP" THAT
CAN RALLY TIIE NECESSARY CITIZENS· PRIDE, COOPERATION AND SPIRIT OF

~:;~~~F~~ ':tOVlouDE OUR CITY \\1TH ITS LONG DESERVED RECOGNITION OF
~
D, PROSPEROUS, PEACEFUL AND GOO LOVING
COMMUNITY. WE CONTROL ALL OF THE CARDS NEEDED TO \\1N. WE MUST PLAY
THEM NOW WHILE WE CONTROL THE DECK.
OUR MAYOR THEREFORE MUST HAVE THE FOLLOWING PROFILE,
SEEKING THE POSITION OUT OF THE DESIRE ANO LOVE FOR SERVING THE
PEOPLE ANO ITS NEEDS.

HAVE THE "TIME" TO DEVOTE TO THIS POSITION DURING NORMAL BUSINESS
HOURS IN VIMICH THE CITIZENRY AND OUTSIDE BUSINESS RESOURCES CAN
DISCUSS MUTUAL COMPATIBLE FINANCIAL ECONOMIC ANO SOCIAL
AGENDAS.
'
LOYALTY AND ALLEGIANCE TO ONLY ONE ENTITY-THE CITY OF PRAIRIE VIEW
AND GUARDIAN OVER ITS FINANCIAL, ECON~IC ANO SOCIAL INTERESTS.

Imagine there was a horrible disea e ten times greater than cancer. A
disease so great that AlDs was just
one of the many symptoms of that
di ease.
imagine this disease only infected
people who were classified as nonwhite.
Hard to visualize?
Take a look around. Watch the
news. Read the newspaper. Actively
think about the information you receive.
Now does it take much imagination to visualize the disease?
Dr. Frances Cress Welsing, a behavioral scientist and practicing
general and child psychiatrist, explores this disease affecting the
world's people of color in her book
The Isis Papers: Keys to the Colors.
Thought provoking explainations
of Black on Black crime, teen preg- Black male/female polarization,
nancy, broken homes within the Black Aills, pollution, world hunger, etc.
community, Black men in prison, are presented throughout the text.

II

FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE SINCE THIS IS A NON-PAYING POSITION SHOULD
DAYTIME EMPLOYMENT BE NECESSARY TO SUSTAIN ONE'S LIFESTYLE.
AH ADMINISTRATOR, f':.RUAMENTMIAN WHO CAN MOVE AH AGENDA.
A LEAOER \\110 ACHIEVES THROUGH TRAINING, NOT BLAMING AND v.MO
PULLS HIS PEOPLE, NOT PUSHES THEM.
• PROUD. MATURE, STABLE, INTEGRITY ANO SELF-ESTEEM.

Paid for by Citizens to Elect R. E. Carreathers

Senator Hennington has a problem. Elections are just around the
corner, and if he wants to get reelected he must gain the "Negro"
vote.
But how?
"Why don't we accuse the Central Intelligence Agency of a
discriminatory hiring policy?" suggests the senator's wife and thus
creates the back drop of Sam
Greenlee's suspense novel The
Spook Who Sat By The Door.
Dan Freeman is the only Black
man to graduate from the CIA's rigorous training program, but instead
of being a CIA agent, Freeman's
only job is to be Black and seen so
the CIA can never again be accused
of discriminatory hiring.

SAM GREENLEE

However, Freeman has a different idea how he can use the
training he received courtesy of
the United States goverment. Fed
up with the state of Blacks in
America, Freeman sets out to
make some pennanent changes.
Upon resigning from the
agency after five years of patiently learning, Freeman returns
to his home town of Chicago and
becomes employed as a social
worker dealing with inner city
gangs.
The Cobras are the toughest
gang in Chicago, but it's not long
before Freeman has infiltrated
the gang and gained the confidence of its key members.
Freeman quickly learns that the
gang youth are even more adept
than most of his colleagues in the
agency.
He had training, he had desire, and now Freeman had an
Army to carr; out his u\l.imate

¥,Oa\-te,io\utton\

Yuru.ga: An African-centered Critique ofEuropean Cultural Thought andBekavior
Marimba Ani has accumulated the knowledge to take African
Americans to anew level. In Yuruga:
An African-centered Critique of
European Cultural Thought and
Behavior, Ani attempts to shwo Eu-

The Isis Papers:
Keys to the Colors
By
Dr. Frances Cress Welsing
Third World Press (1991)

emu.

By
Sam Greenlee
D & J Books, Inc.
copyright 1969

ropean-Americans not simply as they
are, but why they think and act as they
do. Ani has undertaken this imortant
and critical task bedause as an anthropologist she was struck by teh feeling
that something was amiss with the
discipline. As he approached the
discipline critically she "discovered
how deeply it (Eurocentrism) was
embedded in the bowels of the European cultural/ historical matrix. "I
had no alternative then but to embark
on a critical study of the totality that
is European culture; to lay bare its
ideological underpinning , its inner
working, the mechanisms that facilitate its functioning" .
Ani unmasks European
American thought through rigorous
research which allowed her to gain
enough knowledge 10 draw conclusions about how Europeans view others and how Europeans view themselves. She unmasks a problem that
occurs when a culture is so dominant
that all other cultures must become
subservient and their ideas juvenille
or barbaric when compared with the

dominant culture.
Her very academic style of writing serves 10 enlighten as well as confuse
depending on the audience. That's not to
take anything away from this book, but
the African American who really need to
read this (the men) will not because of it's

~

length and complexity. The collegiate African American man
must reat this and begin 10 talk
about it, because without the
muscle mass ofall African American men there will be no concrete
or long lasiting changes only the
tokenism we receive today.

s S ~/\J
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In the World Famous
Air-Conditioned

4th of July
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New Orleans SUPERDOME
Saturdn, Julv I
\lain.Stage

Luther Vandross
Patti LaBelle
Gladys Knight
B.B. King
Sinbad, Host
®· h%Hu iiti
Di,nne Reev,s

Oh,o P/1ytr,
Otn,se LIS.II,
Jimmy Smith

Ou.antt

81hamu-Jcintinoos
M1nyOmers
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Sunday, July 2
Main Stage

Boyz II Men
Mary J. Blige
The O'Jays with
Gerald Levert
Johnny Gill
Aaliyah
Queen Latifah. Host
®k\J@Hi :iii I
Bobby 8/u1 Blind
Angola 80/11/
Sun/1y rurrentm~

1"t.~:;n
,;..,, Oth~s
1

Monday, July 3
Main Stage

Anita Baker
Maze &Frankie
Beverly
Barry White
Earth Wind &Fire
Gerald Albright
Bill Cosby &
Sinbad, Hosts
U®M-i#hl::11,i

~:,:,,,:;n~

Cuundr, WI/son

PNnroms or H,,,,
Mlnyothrrs

In .cld1IJ0n lo lht M.,n s1,q, U\e,. .,. lout S"oertounou IHturlflO IHL RAIi
A1fo-C■ubbetn Oh.in ana ffiOI'■. All ■ftllftOOn Mffltnafl -·· . . ''" ■no
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BLACK HISTORY
:MORE THAN JUST A :MONTH AT PV
1995 Essence Awards Celebrate Achievements of Six African-American Women and Men
On Friday, May 12, Essence and men at the 1995 Essence Awards.
The awards ceremony will be
magazine, as part ofits 25th anniversary
celebration, will pay tribute for the first held at the Madison Square Garden
time to both African-American women Paramount Theater in New York City

Kathryn Hall

MAD DADS, Inc.

staning at 7:30 p.m. and will be videotaped for prime-time television airing
on Fox Broadcasting. The Awards will
honor six outstanding African-Ameri-

This year's Awards recipients
cans for their accomplishments in their
respective fields and for their signifi- are:
* Kathryn Hall, founderofthe
cantcontributions to their communities,
Birthing Project, an organization that
their country and the world.
pairs caring professional women with
young, disadvantaged "little sisters" to
assist them psychologically and emotionally throughout their pregnancies,
and to offer support during the baby's
first year.
* Janet Jackson, one of the
world's top performers and the first
artist in music history ever to place
seven top five singles from one album
on the Billboard pop chart. Last year
Jackson donated the proceeds of a twoday New York City concert to the
Rwandan relief effort.
* Zoe London, a law school
student, who at the age 21 began a
remarkable quest to transfonn her 12year-old cousin from a victim to a victor.
* Mad Dads, Inc., a group of
fathers, ministers, teachers and laymen
who have accepted the challenge of
reclaiming the lives of young black men
in their community.
* General Colin L. Powell,
the former Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff and military leader during the
Gulf War.
* Stevie Wonder, the master
musician whose blindness has given
him a sing vision to match his brilliant
artistry. Throughout Wonder's 30-year
career,hesold more than 70million LPs
and has earned 17 Grammy Awards, as
well as an Oscar. •
Celebrity performers and presenters at this year's ceremony will
include Anita Baker, Toni Braxton, Bill
Cosby, Des'Ree, Laurence Fishburn,
Jada Pinkett, Salt 'N' Pepa, Oprah
Winfrey, Sinbad and B.B. King.

Zoe London

Janet Jackson

General Colin L Powell

Stevie Wonder

Eighth Essence Awards Honorees

End-of-semester evaluations not to be taken lightly
BY OLIN T. FLOWERS
Panther Staff
At every semester's end, students are given scantron-type forms
by their instructors and asked to complete an anonymous questionnaire.
These evaluations ask the students to
critique the instructor's performance
as well as the content of their lectures
over the course of the semester.
Often the instructors leave
the evaluations with their students and
tell them that they cannot be present
when the students are filling out the
evaluations, leaving puzzled students
to wonder if they hold their instruc-

.

tors' fates in their hands.
What do the results of these
evaluations mean?
After being collected from
the different departments around campus, the evaluations are sent to the
Office oflnstitutional Research in the
Engineering Technology Building.
Betty Keyes is the administrator ,in charge of coordinating the
results for this office. She scans the
evaluation fonns through a machine
that tabulates the results and compares
them to a university mean set by the
administration. The results of the
evaluations are then sent to each department head and back to each

instructor individually. Every semester Keyes completes over 10,000
evaluation forms.
The department heads and
deans use the results of these evaluations as tools to help faculty members
to regulate the clarity of their spoken
English and improve instruction technique. The results are also used as
evaluation aids when an instructor is
up fortenure. The fonns also reveal if
an instructor is not meeting with a
class ·regularly, comes to classes late,
or if their tests do not cover material
given in classes, so a dean or department head may provide faculty
counseling.
....

..

JI ..... , ,

The instructors use the resuits from the evaluations as honest
feedback from their students. The
student is only as good as his/her
teacher, so many faculty members use
this criticism as a guide to understanding what their students think and make
changes accordingly. The evaluations
do not affect an instructor's job status.
Having performed the evaluation for a numberof semesters, Keyes
has come to this conclusion: " I think
that most of the students do take the
evaluations seriously, but some students do not take the time to read the
instructions on the form. She added,
"An average of5 percent of the fonns

have all negative responses and then
hand-written at the bottom is an appraisal for the instructor, or they have
all positive responses and an attachment saying that this instructor was
the worst that the student had ever
had," said Keyes.
The next time a faculty evaluation form comes your way, make sure
you follow the instructions and give an
honest criticism. The results are used
for the benefits of the university and
the students, so if you do not take the
time to do it right, you might just
'criticize' yourselfoutofthetruescholarship attainment you came here for.

THEPANTHER
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BLACK HISTORY
l\fORE THAN JUST A MONTH AT PV
Going Going Gone to the highest bidder
He doesn't even hide his dishonor and spits in you face
Let me enlighten you on the conquest of the Black man
How he sold himself into slavery to the white man
It is indicative of the way life still is going
I was the first the last, but I wake up not knowing
I was the first to make a try and then I discovered
The mystery of life and started to related it to the others

As my idea began to focus and start to get around,
instead of supporting it, a brother beat it down,
This began competition, and one against another
Envy, greed.jealously, brother vs. brother
Seeing this the white man proclaim, let's buy his idea
So I sold it, took it to the highest level, so I'm there

But in the beginning you had all the first ideas,
You sold'em, he bought them and now you shed tears
Here it is lightly, I guess in a nut shell
"Make my pockets big, make them bitches swell!!"
You got caught up in all those nice things
Buying cars, flashing cash, and all those gold rings

So me being king, and so I am, I
acquire the right to tax
But since that wouldn't be cool, I can
sell the some Black
Laborers of course, you can have ten
slaves for the things that you bring
But since I am so in debt, he makes
the rules and I am forced to sing
Like a canary if you would, and give

So now you're in trouble, ran flat out of cash
Trying to pay for your shit now you got ta' sale ass
What are you going to do now, hide and shed tears
Wow rn pay for it tomorrow, and now credit is here

him all my slaves until my empire

collapses
Now I am dissatisfied with myself
and my decisions and I am com.1pt at
last

Same thing happen, back in the days of the pyramids and Babylon My people are all against me and
there backs are all turned
Same white face, same damn son (space it out to measure)
But they didn't tell you they bought the rights of your thoughts
I need to promise myself the rewards
Everything you think, they get paid because you were bought We were the first and shall be Just the one
and one day fll return
But we sold all our technologies but kept just one
Let me put it another way so you can image
Not to make the mistakes as I did
Say you're telling a joke and no one is laughing
Let me see how can I say it best without offending me
before, what are the repercussion?
F-k it! ru be brutally honest and tell it to thee
I have broken my own family apart,
You feel humiliated and used and you go broke
not need for discussion!
He who laughs tells the best jokes
All the inventions we made it all happen for others to admire
Eldridge Lee
But to keep with the demand of the riches we went for hire

THE PANTHER
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THE MOVIE

There has long been talk that white. Chainnan Bobby Seale said
a movie about the Black Panther Party repeatedly, "We're not anti-white.
--- villified by fonner FBI director, J. We're not anti any race. We're anti
Edgar Hoover, as Public Enemy #I -- racism ."'
Besides Melvin Van Peebles,
had to be made. Panther co-founder
Bobby Seale, now at Temple Univer- the film employed J. Tarika Lewis as a
sity in Pennsyvania, had talked about technical consultant. As the first femaking it, and it's certain others were male Panther, Lewis offered the filmmakers the invaluable voice of frontattracted to the project.
In a few days' time, "Pan- line experience.
Panther women "were the
ther", will be "at a theater near you."
The movie, directed by Mario backbone of the party, who did just as
Van Peebles (Posse, New Jack City) much as the brothers, if not more in
and written by his dad Melvin (Sweet some cases," says Lewis with pride.
Sweetback), features Courtney B. "Women were involved in every asVance(Six Degrees of Separation, Hunt pect. They put into action many of the
for Red October) as Seale, and Marcus gtoals outline in the Panthers' l 0-point
Chong ( A Different World, Street program--- the free breakfast progriµns
Justice) as Panther co-founder Huey for children, the free health clinics,
sickle cell anemia and lead poisoning
Newton.
The movie "dramatizes the testing."
Black Panther movement which beLewis and her sisters are colgan in 1966 in Oakland, Calif. when lectively represented in the film by
the Black Panther Party for Self-De- such characters as Alma.
fense was fonned in response to the
Says Mario Van Peebles:
harrassment and violence suffered by "This film says there was a deal made
the black community at the hands of to allow drugs, especially heroin, to
the police", the producers say.
flow freely into the minority Marcus Chong stars as the infamous Huey Newton, founder of the Black Panthers, in the Mario Van
Produced by Working Title communites. What happens when you Peebles mm "Panther", a Gramercy Pictures release.
~~\m':., M'Jl' E\m':. and 'l:nbeca "Pro- takedrog"S'l 'loudon'\ vote. 'loudon't
ductions, Panther was shot in Los think. You're not political. And you
Angeles and Oakland and will be re- don't join the Panthers. You've been
leased by Gramercy Pictures which medicated. Neutralized."
also released Van Peebles' Posse.
The film, based on the novel,
Says Mario Van Peebles: "Panther" (Thunder's Mouth Press) by
"The Black Panther Party for Self- Melvin Van Peebles, also boasts a
Defense was sold to a naive American soundtrack featuring the "Theme from
asgun-totingblackmilitants. Nothing Panther" with Aaliyah, En Vogue,
wasmentionedoftheirfoodandbreak- Mary J. Blige, Salt-N-Pepa, SWV,
fastprogramsforhungrychildren. The TLC, Queen Latifah and many more.
media spoke of their standing up to the
Also associated with the
police, but little about their schools, film's opening is a "Power to the People
free sho give-aways and sickle cell Sweepstakes." The number is 1-800Tyrone (Bokeem Woodbine)
anemia testing.
8-Panther for prizes of "personal em- Panther member Alma (Nefertiti).
"The Panthers were anti-op- powennent cash" ($1,000) or "movie
pression, but were portrayed as anit- stuff."

"Panther" Music Review
Artist: KRS ONE
Song: Ah Yeah
Production: Krs One
Where: Panther
Soundtrack
Director Mario Van Peehle.c. and his father Melvin Van Peebles discuss a scene on the set of "Panther".

"THERE ISA
BLACK
PANTHER
BORNINTHE
GHETTO EVER
20 MINUTES."

Panther Huey Newton (Marcus Chong)

Listen for Yourself!
I. Criminal Minded
2. By Any Means Necessary
3. Man & His Music
4. Sex & Violence
5. Edutainment
6. Return of The Boom Bap
7. The D&D Project
By All In One (Roy King)
&
Brandon Griffith
(The Brokenecks)

Judge (Kadeem Hardison) starts out in the
Black Panther movement rather reluctantly but soon becomes one of
the most devoted members in the Mario Van Peebl~ film "Panther".

Artist: Jeru The Damaja
Song: Frustrated Nigga
Production: DJ Premier
Where:Panther
Soundtrack
Most people remember
Jeru from his incredible cameo on
Gangstar's '92 album "Daily Operation" en ti tiled "I'm the Man". Since
then Jeru has come out with a solo
album of his own entitiled "The Sun
Rises In the East", with mind-conscious cuts such as "Return Of The
Prophet", "Mental Stamina", "Ain't
The Devil Happy", and finally the
hip hop classic "Come Clean". Jeru
hails from Crooklyn (Brooklyn),
New York where consciousness in
rap is a definite must. Jeru's new
single off the Panther soundtrack

Chris Rock and Bobby Brown star as neighborhood characters in Pa11tl,er.

Kris Parker, in the cultural
arena of hip hop is the Blastmaster,
The Teacher, The Prophet, and The
Metaphysician. With regard to "Ah
Yeah" he once again exemplifies his
diversity. This time as a revolutionary. Since 1987 KRS ONE has released seven albums, an unprecedented feat in hip hop. KRS ONE
has maintained not only the verbal
agility necessary to survive in hip
hop, but also a constantly rising
level of consciousness.

On the planet as The One
K.rs, Kris Parker is hip hop
manifest!

entitled "Frustrated Nigga" coincide
with the philosophies of the Blad
Panther Party. Some of these philoso
phies consisted of the demanding o
adequate medical care, education
housing, and finally to put an end 11
racist police brutality and murder. Thi
song "Frustrated Nigga" provides lyri
cal stability as well as innovativ1
beats, and should be checked out b•
everybody.
"It's the educated field
nigga trained in guerilla warfare
plus equipped with mental hardware manifest in organizational
skills cause organization kills more
devils thatn bullets" .
--" Frustrated Nigga"
Brandon Griffith
(The Brokenecks)
Founding members Bobby Seale and Huey Newton keep watch in front of Black Panther by t<eynaldo Jackson
Headquarters in the Mario Van Peebles film "Panther", a Gramercy Pictures release.
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Communications department to go to Clark
BY ANGELA HARRIS
Panther Staff
Prairie
View
communications department will
participate in a training program at
Clark Atlanta University this summer
in preparation for the J996Centennial
Olympics.
The Host Broadcasting
Training Program is a one-of-a kind
educational opportunity for college
students who are interested in
broadcasting, technological or
intematfonal careers. The HBTP is a
series of advanced communications
courses and technology training
fashioned to prepare students for
international
broadcasting
experiences. OarkAtlanta University
and Atlanta Olympic Broadcasting
(AOB),aJongwithAtlantaCommittee
for the Olympic Games, will provide

students a chance to work on a
professional level in the worldwide
broadcast of the Centennial Olympic
Games, which will reach as many as
four billion television viewers-more
than half the people in the world.
The students accepted into
the program were, Angela Harris,
Kayla Tucker, Latasha Ellis, Brian
Kehinde, Jamie Fitch and Tonie Page.
While in Atlanta the students will be
enrolled in advanced communication
courses. Upon completion of the
program, which will go from June 7July 17, the students will return to
there home institution to continue their
studies until the refresher/ protocol
workshop in January 1996.
Carol Means, news director
and professor here at PY, will be an
official instructor for the HBTP
program this summer. Means said
one of the reasons she encourages the
students to participate is that, "the

program will provide the students
opportunity to work with profession
broadcasters, and interact wit
multinational journalists from all ov
the world. This program will giv
our students a chance to train on state
of-the-art equipment: digital vi
and audio, fiber-optics transmissio
of full motion and ttansmission da
and audio. This experience will plac
our students at the forefront of medi
production and distribution and wil
prepare them for a career in the 21 s
century."
As many as 800 HBP
graduates will be selected for AO
positions during the broadcast of th
1996 Olympic Games , where the
will work side-by-side wit
technicians and journalists fro
around the world. PV's participan
will return in Spring '96 to set-up an
review until the games begin!

..

Spring Fest rap funk fest
BY ERIC-CBAMELGMTI1ER
\'an\het S\aU

lf you missed it, well ...
you missed it. One of the many
bombs dropped during Spring

Fest included the freestyle sessions provided by that "kid with
the 'fro and striped rugby", and
his back-up bassist and drum
player. It was most definitely one
of the most creative improv sessions to hit the yard. Things were
"crunk" as brothers and sisters
kicked back, grubbing on bean
burritos, fries, and chilled lem-

onades provided by Taco Bel\
and K."fC. bu\ no\ fot ftee~ ihe
food for both body and soul were
definitely on point up in the joint.
Workers in the Purple P
were all ears as the mic was
passed from me to me, although
they were still working.
The session encouraged
stress release and mental brainstorming for any and all PV
students, whether they had the
skills or not. Each hour brought
with it a new idea.
A crowd favorite seemed

to be the freestyle about this
young \ady walking through MSC
with a chocolate sugar cone; she
was cool and decided to participate as complementary rhymes
about her style and grace were
provided by a Panther me.
Overall, it was a Brand
Nubianic , Digable Planetic ,
Roots oriented, Fugeeic-Nas,
southern based experience.The atmosphere represented Utopian
life as it should exist on a historically Black campus; if you missed
it, well...now you know.

Mike Tyson: one man against the world
y OLIN FLOWERS

t>y Oerakl Powell

The KPVU news team, Sterani McDade, Continia Manning, and
Candice Brigham.

KPVU news team saluted
BY STEFANI MCDADE&
CONTINIA MANNING
along with sports and the weather.
Members of the news team
The
communications use a number of sources to obtain
department would like to acknowledge infonnation including the AP wire
the KPVU news team and commend service,
phone
interviews,
them for ajob well- done this semester. newspapers and press releases.
The news team consists of
The students working in the
five students majoring in newsroom say that it's excellent
communications. Stefani McDade, preparation for working in the field
Continia Manning, William Bronson, of journalism. As aspiring reporters,
Candice Brigham and Vanessa the news team strives to deliver an
Penright work closely with the KPVU informative yet unbiased newscast
news director Carol Means, a consisting of stories covering a wide
communications professor.
array of issues.
The purpose of the newscast
Members of the news team
is for the students to gain hands-on encourage other students to be mindful
experience of the news gathering of the power and influence of not only
process. The students report radio newscasts, but all other media
international, national and local news, sources

The Panther wishes everyone
good luck on their final exams.

PV enters information age via Internet
BY OLIN T. Fl.OWERS
Panther Staff
The
infonnation
superhighway's roads now lead to Prairie View A&M University, and a new
frontier awaits anyone willing to take
the joorney.
The computer world known
as "cyberspace" can now be occessed
from tenninals located in the John B.
Coleman Library and the Engineering
Building. Users can venture into the
information web for the 90's and beyondwherethefuturehasbecomereality.
The service is free for students and
faculty members.
As a PVU and novice computer user, taking this trip may seem
intimidating. You really may not know

wheretobeginyourjoumey. Thebestthing
may be to plunge into the "information
stream" head fin;t
At the library you can find Anthony I.Adams,who works inthe reference
section. He is the resident Internet Slaff
expert woncing here at PVU. Adams can
be your tour guide throughcyberspoce and
explainoowthesystemoperatesinlayman's
terms. He can define technical tenns and
teach the protocol used by the different
operating bulletin board sy terns (also
knownasoomeµiges)on the Internet These
homepages are places where different
people. businesses, governments, libraries. etc. have systems that may be accessed
and information can reacl. exchanged by
leaving an encoded electronic message
known as e-mail, ad posted by users.

Adams gave a briefhistory on
howthelnternetcametoPVU. ''We have
been operational for a little over one year
now," he said, "Ihesystern we have here
al PY is actually linked to the system at
Texas A & M University in College Station and they are basically splicing their
system to give us access." To operate on
theInternet you need a powerful computer
system with a good memory base, as well
as financial oockingtosupporttoll costs for
the use of the phone lines. The state of
Texas supports the use of the Internet b)
educational institutions and helps by allocating money to run the Intenet program
"PVU's Internet connection ~
by way ofTexasA&M University so w<
have access to everything that their data

See INTERNET, Page

17
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Mike Tyson, the youngest man
ver to win the heavy-weight title and
ly the greatest heavyweight boxer
fall-time, must now face his toughest
t - a banle within himself.
At the age of 20, Tyson became
unanimous heavy-weight champion
f the world. A young, street-smart New
orlcer, he was cast into the Hollywood
orid ofcelebrities and became an instant
·asensation. Anovemightmillionaire,
yson learned the hard way that all people
not your friends , and that most people,
pecially those in the entertainment
ndustry, are after their own best interests.
e has been used and taken advantage of
y anumberofpeoplewhoweresupposed
o be in his comer. These include his ex.fe Robin Givens and his promoter Don
·ng.
Tyson washimselfnoangel. He
a known street thug with a juvenile
that included robbery ad assault. It
also well-known that Tyson had a bad
emper that he was quick to vent in the

Internet
continued from page 17
base does, as if their system was our
system," Adamssaid. 'Thebasicoperating system we use here al PVU is the
MOSAIC, a computer language protocol
interpreter developed by the National
GberforSupercomputingApplications,''
he said. The MOSAI<;'. is a very user
friendly operating system developed by
graduate students at the University of Illinois in Urbana-Champaign. '1t runs very
much like Microsoft Windows." he said.
'The Internet is constantly changing. It

I. Don't Take itPersonal.. .........................................Monica

2. How We Do It. ........................... Montell Jordan

3. Can U Get Away ..........................................TuPac
4.Switch .. . ......... .. .... ........ ..... ......... .. .... TLC
5. Joy .................................................... ... Blackstreet

6. Best Firend ................... ......................... Brandy
7. Think of You.............................................. Babyface

8. Keep the Bells Ringing......................................... Dr. Dre
9. Candyrain ..................................................Soul For Real
10.AIIIA kofYou.........................................Raphel Saadiql

C/J
~

u
C/J
~

fonnoffisticuffsagainstpryingjoumalists
parlcing lot attendants and anyone else
with whom he disagreed.
But what most people do not
recall or admit is that Tyson was young
when he became a star. He was a high
schooldropout Thefamethatheobtained
came with a hea
responsibility,one
may not have been
mature enough tc
handle.

sentencedtothreeyears inanlndianastate
penitentiary.
Some key witnesses for his
defense were not permined to testify. It
was latec revealed that Washington had
perjured herself by having a financial
agreement with a civil lawyer to sue
Tyson
for
ges, contrary
aa.-..•whertestimonyin
the trial. The
ton Daily
s reported in
Tysonwasconvic
h 1995, that
for the rape o
in retrospect, five
D e s i r e
fthe J2jurors that
Washington,
erved on the
young
beaut
•Tyson trial have
pageant contestant. Mike Tyson inhis glory days.
now developed
Tyson had been a
serious doubts to
celebrity judge for the pageant The trial hisguiltafterthisinfonnarionwasrevealed.
and conviction were major news, and Tyson• s conviction stood and he served
many felt, much like many feel about his time as prisoner number 922335.
OJ.Simpson,thathewasguiltyandhegot
Whileinprison,Tysonhadtime
what hedeserved. This beliefwas entirely toretlecton theincide.ntsthathaveoccurred
spawned from Tyson's outward violent in his life. He obtained his GED and has
nature and his violent profession. He was becomeanavi.dstudentofclassicliterature.

Tyson has signed an exclusiv
He has readcountl~ novels including 30-month contract with Wolf and cou
Homer and the writings of Mao Tse fightasearlyasAugust.Inuendo,i:WUWll.llil
Tung. Tyson even foundspirirual peace but it is speculated that the teims of
by becoming a Muslim and joining the contract were in the area of $1 oo million
Nation of Islam. All the while he was He also has a lucrative movie deal wi
training and conditioning. The only HBO for his life story for an undiscl
difference on his 220-pound frame are amount
two tattoos on his biceps--one of Mao
The fonnerchamp has had ·
TseTungandonewhichreads "Daysof toreflectandseethingsoutofthecelebri
Grace", the title of the late Arthur limelight. But will he fall back into
Ashe's autobiography. He maintains sametrappingswhichcausedhisdownfal
his innocence to this day.
in the first place? He has held a
After his parole on March 25, conference where he stated that, to
Tyson's fortune was to have reportedly disbelief of many in the boxing industry
dwindledfrom$30millionto$ l million, Don King will remain his promoter.
thanks in part to alleged misdealings by
As echoed in the voices of hi
his accountants and his promoter Don antagonists, he is a living example
King. "The world is holding its breath crime does pay. But all the money, f:
for the return of Godzilla," as fight and Las Vegas mansions in the wort
promoter ad MGM Grand Hotel owner cannot buy a person peace of mind or
Larry Wolf said concerning Tyson's clear conscience. His real test awaits.
release. Tyson was declared thenwnber a black man in America, this is a battle ·
one contender for the heavyweight title which he must be triumphant Then he
by World Boxing Confederation trulybecal\edachampion.
president Jose Sulaiman, a good friend
ofKing's, eventhoughhehasnotfought
in three years.

that allows information exchange wilh a had a response tcxlay," Adams demonnever shuts down, and the majority of the Intenet and it shows when he is explaining person in Oiina as easily as someone in strated.
Probably the most important
experts and new technological inventors the system. ''PVU
the second histori- Houston," Adamssaid. Theentiresystem
thing
about the Inremet is that it is the
forprotocol are actually students," Adams cally black university in the nation to go is run on computers so users do not know
world's roost functional anarchic state.
explained. ''Forinstance, the basic index of completelyonlinebehindNorthCarolinaA each other's roce, sex, religion, ele. unless

was

infonnation that is widely accepted as the
most accurate and up-to-date is the YAHOO system developed by graduate
studentsattheStanford," saidAdams. The
YAHOO has over 32,(XX) entries as major
category headings. "All of the categories
are lJIXlated everyday by the very same
students who invented the system," he said.
Adamshasadefiniteloveforthe

There are no laws in the Internet Infoonation is published and exchanged at will.
The only laws that really govern are copyright laws. but these are being refonncd in
Congress to make access even easier.
There are 75 daily newspapers
online, as well as all of the major movie
studia; that offer digital multi-media reproductions of films and pictures. The
exciting thing about the Internet is that if
you have the time and initiative, you can
takeadvantageofliterally all oftheknowledgeintheworld. TheLibraryofCon~
Harvard Law, MIT, NASA, the 0A
Factbook, and countles.s other references
and services in the U.S. and in foreign
and their sense of humor.
TAURUS (April 20 • May 20) • The one you love is unable countries are al your finger tips.
to be the way you want them to. They cannot forgive you
So, in the sea that is the Internet,
for what you did in the past. Give up.
the world is your oyster.
GEMINI (May 21- June 21) • So much pressure in the air;
can you get away ?Take some time from your hectic life
and relax! Don't overdo it.
CANCER (June 22- July 22) • This marks the best days of
your life. Cherish them always. Don't worry things can
only get BEITER.
LEO ( July 23-Aug. 22) • You and your mate have your ups
and owns, don't worry. The times you share now will lay
the pathway to a wonderful future.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sepl. 22) • You're so angry at that
special someone for their immaturity. Don't drop down to
that level. Be better.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 23) •Being a man or a women is like
being important. If you have to say it you're not. Please
thinl< about yourself as a person and try to b e the person
you know you are.

& T," he said, "PV was responsible for
bringingTexasSouthemUniversityonline."
NowthatthelntcmetisfunctionalatPV, it
ispasfilbleforstudentsaldifferentHBCUs
to speak to one another, exchangeinfonnation, and do research together.
Thelntemethas~vememory
and can transfer volumes of JXint data in a
matterofminutes. ''Ibis is a global system

they reveal it themselves.
The Internet is has logon codes
thataresimilartomailingaddresses. Every
rnocbn day government, agency, political office, business, media center, and
even banks have an e-mail address. Users
communicatethroughacombinationofemail ~ e s and live type-and-response
conferences. "I wroteBobDolce-mail and

HOROSCOPES
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 • Nov. 21) •The end of this semester
marks a new star for you. Take this time to reflect on
your mistakes.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21) • Your wildest
dreams are coming true and you don't know how to
handle it. Don't worry; the gods won't let you have
anything you can't handle.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 · Jan. 19) Your special hobbies
can and will get you into trouble. Try to reevaluate your
pastimes; they can be dangerous.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18) •Learn to trust your
instincts. Think before you choose to go out and put
yourself in an off-the-wall situation. Trouble comes
inthe most inviting situations.
PISCES (Feb. 19 • Mar. 20) • A serious relationship is
something you need to consider. The fact that you've
been alone for so long doesn't mean that you can't give
that person a chance.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19) •Expect something extra
special to occur this month. Be aware of all your friends

The.Panther
wishes everyone
a safe
and pleasant
summer vacation.
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BY PAUL MASTERSON
Panther Staff
The spirit of recognition came
to the 'hill' on Wednesday
nightwhen Spirit Awards were
given to members of the PV family
for outstanding efforts made on
behalf of the university.
The University spirit awards
are awards that are given to those
people who perform and exhibit
outstanding contributions to the
campus.
These awards recognize a
person or organization who adds
to the betterment of Prairie View
A&M University.
The awards were given in a
ceremony Wednesday in the
Memorial Student Center (MSC)
Ballroom.
Betty Hall , associate
director of student activites,
serves as coordinator of the event.
She praised the recipients
for their long hours of dedicated
service rn establishing the
utfrvetsi\'j as an ins\\lu\ion of: the

tirst c,11~:..
Kimberly Williams, Miss
Prairie View A&M University
1995-96
presided ove
the program
while Rahsaa
Patterson, Is
Runner up i
the Miss Prairi
View
A&

schools Wheatly and Smilely. She
also spoke on her undergraduate
years
at
Howard
u;);:~s;t!~s a

tu dent
at
oward,
ison football
~
team had a
ecord similar
that of
rairie View's.
introduced th
ut, that dido 't
top me and my
evening'
irlfriends
k e y n o t
rom
going to
speaker, Prairi
he
games,"
View first lad
aid Hines in a
Veronic
eference
to
Hines.
ow
the
Hine
students kept
opened
he
by Gitonga M'mbjjewe
the
school
speech with a
cheer she said
Dr.Hines speaks at Spirit awards.
spirit alive
despite the fact
symbolizes the
that the team was losing.
meaning of the awards spirit.
In her speech, Hines also spoke
Hines spoke on her youth as
a native Houstonian and the of contributions students can
rivalries she and her childhood make to their school and how one
friends had wi\h riva\ high

can find a sense of belonging in
brother and sisterhood and how
organizations such as Greek and
non-Greek letter fraternities and
sororities can make a person
grow as well.
Highlight of the evening was
a special performance from
Donna Tomlinson, Miss Prairie
A&M University 1994-95.
The awards presentation
was presided over by Patterson,
Tamekia Johnson, president of
the Council of Student
Organizations, and Loretta
Davis, chairperson of the
Campus Activities Board.
Individual awards were
give n to the outstanding
freshmen, sophomores, juniors,
seniors, and graduate students.
Students who were inducted in
the Who's Who Among
American
Colleges
and
Universities were honored.
Organizations receiving
awards were the Classic Dance
Ensemble, the cheerleaders and
the Charles Gilpin Players.
The Gilpin Plavers also
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award.
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity,
Inc. won the Pan-Hellenic Council
award for Most Service Hours for
aGreek organization , while
Gamma Sigma Sigma National
Service Sorority won the award
for most service hours performed
by a non-Greek organization.
Frederick Roberts, Director of
Student Activities handed out the
award for Most Ideal Man and
Woman.
This award is presented to
a graduating male and female
student who has made lasting
contributions to Prairie View
A&M University during their four
years as a student.
Ttt'is year's honorees were
Gary Floyd and Tamekia Johnson.
The final award presented by
Hall was give to Roberts for his
work as advisor-of-the year.
A surprised Roberts, said:
"I had no idea of me winning the
award because, I had erased my
name off the ballot ." said Roberts.

egiate Pageant tit e

Majorette tryouts a

~

Y PAUL MASTERSON
has become respected and has seen a
Seven of the countty's kings
stcMy growth in participation. bycolleges
from the some of the nation's
top Historically Black Colleges
and Universities (HBCU's)
emerged on Prairie View's
campus this week to take part in
thefourthannua!Mr.Collegiate
African American Scholarship

schoolsasGrambling.Langston,Bowie,
Kentucky State., Howard, Alabama
State andPrairie View A&M, all
cametodemonstrate the strength
oftheir intellect and to compete.
Demetric Mass, Mr. Prairie
View A&M University 199495, is ready for the pageant
Having been in preparation
Program.
all
yearforthecompetition,Ma%
The pageant, the brainchild
is confident that he'll have a
of Sttudent Activities director
good chance ofdoing well in the
Frederick Roberts, has grown
pageant He also is generous in
to become the premiere
hls
praise of other contestants.
competition geared toward the
The men are judged in the
nation'sblackmen whoserveas
by Gitonga M.mbiijewe
categmesofevening wear.sports
their campus kings.
The 1995 Mr. Collegiate contestants tor Mr.
Roberts got the idea Kentucky State, Mr. PVAMU, Mr. Bowie SL, Mr. and active wear, question-andanswer and pelSOll3l internew.
inthelateeightiesasanspllH>ff Langston, and Mr. Howard.
The men are of divme talents
pageant to the Miss Collegiate African
which
willincludeamusicalmonologue
around
the
countty.
American Scholarship Pageant
This.year's program, is sche.duled to from Mr. Howard and an aerobic dance
After his idea was rejected
bea
bigevent Thecontestantsembarlced from Mr. Grambling.
several times, Roberts finally •got
The Mr. Collegiate African
on
Prairie
View's campus Monday April
twtlngand, along with Geocge Smith.a
American
Scholarship Program will be
student at that time, put the project 24. Afterareoeptionthepreviousevening,
held
Friday,
Airil 28.
rogcther. Four years later, the pageant theyoungmen whoarerepresentingsuch

BY DEMERTIA MA YES
Panthers Staff
Prairie View A&M
University's majorettes, popularly
known as the "Black Foxes,"
conducted try-outs on April 27,
1995 at 6:00 p.m. to select new
members for the 1995-96 marching
season.
The majorettes, a part of
the Prairie View A&M University
March ing Storm under the
direction of Mr. George Edwards,
are under the sponsorship of Mrs.
Margaret Willie.
56 ladies tried out for
majorette including the ladies that
danced the 1994-95 season.
Practices were held two weeks
prior to the try-out date so that
everyone could learn the routine.

The band hall was alive
with energy and emotion when
try-outs began. Try-outs were
closed to all spectators. Aisha
Griffin, a senior at Willowridge
High School in Houston, Texas,
who will be attending Prairie
View in the fall, also tried out.
"There was a good
turnout and all of the ladies
looked nice," commented Reatha
Cole, one of the judges. She
went on to say, "j udging was fair,
everyone was pleased with the
results, and there was nothing
negative about the evening."
Of the 56 ladies that tried
out, 20 made it as majorettes and
there were six alternates.
A big ' congratulations'
goes out to everyone who made
it.

Distinguished Alumni Award Winners

The Afro is back. ••bigger and better than ever
sic major from Prairie View A&M U the afro this ~ sununa- and received versity and describes his 'fro as being
many compliments. Although it wasn't trend. He's pursuing a career in the art f
It's taken America by stron! the coarse textured, puffy look, it still rawing and feels this look is the latest
hairstyles.
Everywlue you look you're seeing it!
Felicia Sage, who's a beau
The hottest celebrities and even some of
operator, says that she lilces the afro the highest paid models are wearing it
causeshewastiredofthe~ofpennin ,
What is it? It's the afro hairstyle! The
blow drying and curling her hair, and
afro has found its way into the '90s
afro is convenient but still vesy stylish.
trends.
The afro is notjust a trend for I
Originally afros were worn in
people. Larry Green, a retired
America by mostly the African Ameriprincipal, says ''the afio isjust as nonnal
can population toexiress a social wt.it of
the straight look at me." Green wed
the African American roots and heritage.
perm
and wave his hair in the '(i()'s
Today, however, people of all backFormer PV studne wearing an
intensify the "European" look., but si
grounds are sporting the natural look of
a(ro n the 70s
the civil rights acts in the '70's he hasn t
theafio.
Almost every college campus
exhibited anything but the 'fro.
has been hit with the afro fad. From served the purpose of showing my true says the afro symbolizes pride for
PrairieView A&MUniversity,inTexas, identity. I felt a tranquility of dignity and African American race.
to Howard University, in Washington pride for my race as well as for myself.
For many people the afio
D.C., the Generation X'ers are traveling
I asked several people of differ- something more than a trend or a sty! .
back in time to the African origin.
ent gender and ages, their reasons and The hairstyle is an emblem of pride
The afro has become not only basis for sporting the "fro look", and the struggle. Some might wonder how
a fashion statement but also a symbol f~ answers were very creative and different simple hairdo can mean so much or
many things. For feminists and artists it
Nineteen-year-0ldShatee' Mor- somuchcontroversy. Youhavetolook
can serve as a means of protest against gan, of Shreveport, La., who is also an the afro as one element of the Afii
social norms. For ethnic communities it aspiring actress/model says she cut her 18- culturethatletsanindividual identify hi may be a badge of pride. Whatever it inch sandy brown hair because she was self.
purpose, the afio reveals personal iden- tired of being mistaken for being Cauca~
~andshe~that~~hai~
Ipa:sonallyexperimentedwith brings out~ beautiful ethnic features.
Montell Jacobs is a young mu-

BY JOI STARR
Pantm- Staff

Raymond E. Carreathers, William Batts, m, and Ray McCI •
are three recipients of the Distinguished Alumni award. These men we
awarded on the basis of their contribution to higher education, service
their alma mater, Prairie View, and for significant contributions an
service to the ublic.

Earn a free education and receive a guaranteed job!
Your opportunity to achieve a comm:ssi0r in the NAVY
or MARINE CORPS may be easier than you think.
Scholarships are available if you are a U.S. citizen,
physically qualified and have at least a 2.5 GPA.
(Other qualifications may apply).
For more information contact
Lt. R.T. Braggs PVA&M class of '90 at
857-2310/2311

•1 Heard The Shots" '

'-L\ (Kennedy's Last Visit)

~ Written an: Produced
Diana Weeka
Joe Frank The, 1 ~l'
Jewish Commu:lit: C- ··,1p,
5601 South 2::-ae! r.N

VT

When?
Where?
Why?

June 1~ - J:.tly :'
ThUJ'S. 7:30 - Sat. 8::>:i ~ ... •1. 3:00
Tickets at toe d.>.::r. ¾ $i

e

Opening Bentfr: - hO
HPD Explorers Post 2061
Officers May Walker - Coordinator
Call: 247-KOPS

You are tomorrow. You are the NAVY.

What?

DireCU!d by David J. M111·r.o
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NBA teams clash as l 995 playoffs spark fierce competition

Lady Pantherettes bid farewell to track

Track teams lace up for the SWAC, NAIA, NCAA finals
BY ERIC-CHAMEL GAITHER it must be taken into consideration teammate Kevin Garner hoisted for
that three of the "A" team relay legs 50-0; the duo finished 2nd and 5th,
Panther Staff
were recuperating for SWAC compe- respectively. Scott then executed a
Pressed to fulfill NAIA (Na- tition. Still, the Panthers led from the successful 159-10 discus attempt for
tional Athletic Intercollegiate start. McClain new around the first a 3rd place ranking. Triple jumper
Association) and NCAA (National curve into a vicious stride on the Eric-Chamel Gaither finished 6th at
Collegiate Athletic Association) stan- straightway, holding off the competi- 46-0.
In the Pantherette arena, Chrisdard requirements, Panthers and tion for the next 200 meters. That
Pantherettes have been tightening would serve as enough of a lead for tine Gray flew 42-8 for a first place
their acts as the collegiate outdoor Winborn to easily outkick the other 8 finish in the women's triple jump at
competitors for the remainder of his the LSU Relays.
season winds to a close.
Both squads continue the acLast weekend, while students 400; then ahand-offtoJahi,ofcourse,
across the yard packed bags for the as previously accomplished, left the tion this weekend at Southwest Texas
perfect summer vacation, several field with a dismal outlook on any State University's Bobcat Relays, to
Panthers pulled everything out of the chance of victory for other teams. But be held Saturday in San Marcos. A
basket to qualify for NAIA competi- the thrill finally came when, after portion of the men's squad will be in
having dropped the baton, still never attendance at the Drake Relays.
lion.
losing
the lead, Bowman anchored the
The 1995 SWAC championHurdler Cedric Bowman finished 2nd in the 400 meter hurdles crew to an uncontested victory. Half- ships will be held at Blackshear (PV)
with a 53.6 posting, and 3rd in the mile specialist Jahi set out for record stadium May 4-7. Attending confer110 meter hurdles (15.06). Then, results in the 800; posting a I :52.0, ence teams will include: Alabama
with the assistance of Larry McClain, Jahi fell only several seconds short of State, Alcorn, Grambling, Jackson
Dakari Jahi, and Daniel Winborn, the stadium record. ThePanther4x 100 State, Mississippi Valley State,
Bowman anchored the 4x400 meter finished 6th out of a heavily-con- Southern, and host Prairie View; TSU
will not be in attendance.
relay to a 1st place finish (3:15). tested field.
Field event heavy weight Rod
While the time was considerably
lower than previous Panther postings, Scott heaved the shot put 54-8, while

BY ERIC-CHAMEL GAITHER
Panther Staff
The loss of three outstanding
Pantherettes to graduation will have a
significant impact in the years ahead.
Cecilia Crear, Christine Gray, and Lisa
Rosborough have all been significant
role players in the winning tradition
and quality of track at Prairie View
A&M University.
Along with a leg on both conference dominating 4x200 and 4x400
relays, Crear was a serious quarterstallion and academian. Crear agrees,
"One of the most important roles that
track serves is as a discipline." Her
consistent 23+ second (200 meters)
and 53+ second (400 meters) postings
reflected her disciplined application
skills.
NCAA All-American Gray was
asprinter,hurdler,jumperelite. Gray's
records have immortalized her name

in the inks of papers and magazines
worldwide. She has contributed not
only to the university, but also to the
countless number of young athletes
aspiring to achieve an equal level of
collegiate success.
Sprinter supreme Lisa
Rosborough was as much a catalyst in
individual events as she was in the
4xl00, 4x200, and 4x400 relays. The
Pantherettes depended on the Fort
Worth native, possibly the most petite,
to hang with the much larger collegiate sprinters; undaunted by
competition, Rosborough handled the
challenge, and led the ladies of PV to
numerous victories.
All three of the ladies were recently awarded for their dominance in
the athletic and academic arenas at the
PV athletic award banquet.
The track divas will finish the
season in stride with theSWAC,NAIA,
and NCAA championships.

HERE'S WHAT WE'RE ABOUT
Affordable, transferable classes
Outstanding faculty
Personalized instruction
Small classroom settings

HERE'S ALL YOU NEED TO DO
♦

Pick up a schedule and application at any HCCS location.

♦

Bring an unofficial transcript showing all college work to
registration (grade reports from the spring are O.K.).

♦

Provide TASP scores or evidence of exemption.

♦

New summer transfer students may request a special admission
packet to complete the registration process by phone.

CALL (713) 868-0763
Make this summer a step toward graduation!

HOUSTON COMMUNITY
COLLEGE SYSTEM
HCCS ,I,\':' 11<>1 d,,..·r1111i11nt,· ,,,, th,· bn;i; <!f mn•, c<1for, rt'ligfo11, 11ntio11nl origi11, :'<'X, nge, or ,fisabiht_v.
I

BY ERNEST CLAYTON
Panther Staff
t just keeps getting better.
After a long and strenuou six-month regular season,
16 teams will battle on the
waxed hard-wood in a best-of5 series dedicated to advance
to a best-of-7 followed by two
more best-of-7 series.
Eventually some teams will get
tired and go home for an early rest for
next season. And some will simply be
out-performed.
Whatever the excuse, there are
only 16 teams left -we could pick
someteamsoffthelistnow, Itrustyou
know who they are- and it's 'do or get
it done to you' time.
Tipping-off the best-of-5 first
round are (6) Cleveland at (3) New
York, Thursday, 6 p.m.
Coming of a three game winning streak will make it hard for the
Cavs to beat the Knicks in Madison
Square Garden.
The Knicks beat (l) Orlando
113-99 in a possible Eastern Final
match-up Sunday, withPatrickEwing
and Derek Harper both court-side due
to injuries.
The Knicks still have a good
shot at the finals but continue to
struggle in the locker room. I feel that
Pat Rhiley is correct in that Ewing
needs to be more involved in motivating this ball club.
However, on the court Ewing
is having the season of his career averaging 23.9 points a game.
If the Knicks can discipline
themselves by Thursday, they have
my vote to take the Ea t.
(8) Boston plays at ( I) Orlando
Friday, 7 p.m.
Boston, I suspect, will be re-

turning home early despite the Magic' East.
Tipping-off the Western Conplayoff record.
To wrap-up the Eastern Con- ference are (6) Houston at (3) Utah,
This young and talented Magic ference we have (5) Chicago at (4)
team puts
the ball on
the floor
Western Conference
..
Eastern Conference
and hits
you from
First Round C"
Fitst Round
e ve r y
angle. If
(1) San
(l}
it' not a
.
S3nifirels
Srolifirals
pass from
{8) 'Poston
An fernee
Hardaway
t
o
{4) Seattle
(4) Charlotte
Shaquille
O' neal in
(5) LA
(5) Chicago
the low
NBA Final
post, it's a
kick-out to
the open
{2) Ph~
(2)
N i c k
Anderson
(7)
for three.
- I
detect a
Conference Finals
(3) Utah
(3) New York
swe e p
here.'---ftc::) Clevelaro.
{6) Houston

1f9)f9)5

Antonio
{8) r::enver:

Orlando

------Laker

{7) Portlarld - -

Irrliana
Atlanta

Ton

there's (7)
Atlanta at
(2) Indiana
Thursday, 7 p.m.
Many sports casters are saying
that if there is an up-set in the East it
will be Atlanta over Indiana.
Of course I disagree.
This Pacer team is hungry for a
title and came very close la t year.
Reggie Miller is an outstanding sharpshooter who shoots off the screen with
precision. I feel so strongly toward
this team to say that the Hawks may
get swept and Indiana may take the

Rocket's second championship seems dim
BY ERNEST CLAYTON
Panther Staff

PLAYOFFS

-

and painless as the Rockets lose in nc
more than four games in this best-of
S series.
Until then lets give you the run
down.
Rud,
coach
Rocket's
Tomjanovich elected to take small for
ward Tracy Murray off the playof
roster, despite his Sunday performancf
of 17 points and 6 rebounds, anc
added on the 4-inch-taller Zan Tabal
for hopes of receiving more boards.
"Last game (a 103-97 loss Sun
day) Adam Keefe came off the bend
from the (small forward) position anc
hurt us (finishing with 8 rebounds)
said Tomjanovich, reported the Hous

That' s right boys. Pack your
bags 'causeit'splayofftimeand we've
got a date in Utah.
Can't be late or the "mail man"
won't give us a postmark to round
two.
The Rockets tip-off at Utah
Thursday, 8:30 p.m. and let's face it
sports fans, the Rockets look hopeless. Olajuwon may "dream" of a new
championship ring but my money says
that Houston loses in the first round to
Utah.
I know.
You hate it when I'm right.
But this time it will be quick see ROCKETS on page 22

Charlotte Friday, 6 p.m.
I may shock some people with
this but if there is an upset the Hornets
over the Bulls is it.
Even with Jordan' s return, the
Bulls have some adjustments to work
out before the playoffs begin.
WithJordanstruggling from the
field and the Bulls suffering in rebounds against big teams, the Hornets
have a chance to be the sleeper of the
East.

Thursday, 8:30 p.m.
The Jazz are coming off of an
exhilarating 7-game winning streak
versus the Rockets 3 game streak on
the skids.
The Jazz are looking like contenders and the Rockets are looking
like they're reminiscing on yester-year
too long.
The Jazz should have no problems taking out the Rockets unless
they choke.

Next we have Portland at Phoenix, Friday, 9:30 p.m.
The Suns may win this battle
but not the war.
I think we saw last year a Suns
team that had the Rockets on the ropes
but couldn't get the job done. Maybe if
Charles Barkley could get a deal like
Jordan; retire and then come back with
18 games of the regular season left,
he'd be fresh enough to play in the
playoffs.
Let's not forget (8) Denver at
(l) San Antonio, Friday, 8:30 p.m.
Look out Texans, here's a
"Spur" of the moment team with
chances of clinching their first title.
The Spurs, leading the league
in rebounds per game, have been
playing excellent ball this season.
And with Dennis Rodman back in the
line-up the Spurs gain more rebounds
and a hard-working defensive player
who's not too bashful to put a body on
you. The Spurs wi\\ face the number
one shot-b\oc'Ker in the league
N''Kimbea Mutombo and hope that the
"admira\" can\ead tnem mroui\nouin
waters.
To wrap-up the We tern Conference we have (5) LA Laker. ar (4)
Seattle, Thursday, Y:3U p.m.

I'm not going to pick a team for
this game.
O.K. Maybe I can't help myself.
The Supersonics look very impressive but this Laker team may have
some surprises.
Fellas, you do remember last
year don't you?
If the Supersonics are well prepared for Thursday, they should have
no problems with the Lakers.

New cheerleaders chosen to represent PV in Fall
BY PAUL MASTERSON
Panther Staff
A person who participates in
cheering the crowd on at an organized sporting event is definitive of a
cheerleader. On Prairie View's campus, beingacheerleaderencompasses
that responsibility as well as many
others.
At PV, a cheerleader not
only has to deal with cheering for a
university whose football team is the
worst in college football, but they
also have to deal with the fact that at
times they aren't given the proper
backing due to them by the university.
The cheerleaders are also
plagued by the fact that the squad

only receives a small monetary ladies performed two cheers, two
supplement for the entire year. It chants, and a spirit dance. Individuwould seem that these problems might ally, the girls performed an individual
deter young women from trying out to cheer, chant, and an original dance.
The ladies were judged on a 1 to 10
become a PV cheerleader ?
However, that wasn't the scale and were judged on the basis of
problem at the recentcheerleading try- jumps, voice projection, sharpness in
outs. Fifteen young women converged motion, and athleticism and enthusion the floor of the University asm.
Once all the scores were talFieldhouse and effortlessly exhibited
what it talces to be a cheerleader and lied, 10 girls aspirations were fulfilled
as they were selected to represent the
show school spirit.
Showing every thing from university as its cheerleader for the
vibrant dances, athleticism, and spon- 1995-1996 school year. In the event
taneous routines, the ladies captivated that any of the young women elected
both the audience and judges alike in can't fulfill the obligations and requirements it takes tobeacheerleader,
the tryouts.
Performing as a group, the 2 alternates were also selected.
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p ANTHER PRIDE
s§!!1J..~r,Firs~£t1!cation major takes 1st .

· Ed ll. M · fH
uca on aJor o ouston, Texas
.
Many s ludent matncu1ate
. . v·
around the campus of Prame 1ew
·
·t
h d
d
A&Mu mversi yeac an every ay.
"th t ., Every day, w1 ou ,ai1 at 1east one
student will wear a Prairie View TShirt, cap or some fonn of Prairie
View ·tern B t th
ti. th
1 . u e ques on at
comes to me is, "Do they really
"d • •
?"
knowwhatpan ther Pn e1sm 1995 .
.
A nyone can wear a T -sh1rt
with the school logo and colors on it.
Anyone can go to a basketball, football, orbaseballgameandshout, "Go
,.. B t t •
Panthers. u , no Just anyone can
display Panther Pride.
Panther Pride is intangible.

TM

Last year, -

convicts and shut-ins
made "Duckman"
their #I show.

Thisyeaa:

find out wh)!

try Semor

I

It can be displayed publicly but the true
.
•
pnde can only manifest itself within any
particular student True Panther Pride is
·
picking up a piece of paper off the grass
without beino0 asked to do so True
•
Panther Pride is picking up a piece of
paper off the grass withoug being asked
todoso. TruePantherPrideispickingup
a tray in Alumni Hall because it is the
.
.
nght ~ng to do. True Panther Pride is
speaking to a fellow student or teacher
because everyone at Prairie View is trying to be productive. True Pannther
Pri~~ is ~ot SP_Cakng negatively about
Praine View without trying to solve the
problem by coming up with a solution
·
These are just a few examples of what
Panther Pride is to me in 1995.

What is Panther Pride? Panpier Pride is everything that relates to

frairie View and I. Panther Pride
~tred for me at the age of three. The
first time my parents sat me down at
~e Cotton Bowl Stadium in Dallas,
·TX. I saw Prairie View's Band and
football team. Panther Pride has
-always been a part of me. I attended
Prairie View before I was enrolled in
elementary school. I attended every
Homecoming, Battle of the Bands,
and campus tour, etc. You see, I knew
this campus before it knew me.
Panther Pride is graduating
from High School, not getting a full
scholarship to the University of your
choece (Prairie View); but working
your butt off in the summer so you can
attend this college in the fall.
Panther Pride is knowing
people who have dropped out saying
"It's too tough, I can not make it!' Yet
in still, you attend and have made up

gone tooo far to quit and shall continue
on, never turning back. Panther Pride
. kn . th
1s owm~ at Prairie Vie~ did not
give up on you and hsall not give up on
it!
.
. .
A_gai~ I ask myse~f ~1th 1s
Panther Pride. !feel that pnde 1s mor
ethan just having school spirit. It is a
"d
h
h
. "
senseof p~ _ey~u avew en~aym~,
attendPrairie View A&MUruvers1ty.
P~therPrideiscomingb~ckto_Prairie
V~ew y~ after year h~vmg f~th that
thingswdlgetbetter. lt1sknowmgthat
when you are having problems with
·
· or a perone part of .,., admimstrat1on
.
..
s~n on the staff that 1s not Prame
View as a whole. .
,
_
Panther Pnde consist of backmg ~o~r fel!ow colleqgues, s~pporting
adm1mstrauon, staff, and domg what
you can tohelpmakeachange. Panther
Pride is being able to recognize that
although football team does not have
the best record, they are dedicated individuals here serving the same purpose
as I. Panther Pride is having the dignity
to let people know, "Hey, do not down

!

(C0fWIG~ATJ1Ul[LATl(Q)1'1 ;£

~IE~no~s r=~o~

f 3tlJR/);/YS'
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USA®
NEIWOllK

unner- p

was no Taco BeJI or retrieving your
Freshman Psychology Major of San mail was not an all-day adventure. By
Antonio, Texas
being a Panther, I feel a special bond
with past Panthers. We are part of a
In 1993, I had never heard of continuing thread with the cloth of
Prairie View A&MUniversity nor was excellence. Whether I am strolling the
ltoothrilledaboutattendingschool in campus or rushing to class, I feel aca town that doesn't even show up on companied by those who have passed
most maps. But my parents insisted before me.
that Prairie View was the only school
I am proud of Prairie View
f~r a young African-American to at- A&M University's tradition of and its
tend. So grudgingly, in the summer of commitment to excellence. Students
1994, my parents and I packed up and now complain abut housing, about how
made the road trip from San Antonio the air conditioner may stay on in the
to Prairie View for Orientation. After winter. What would we have done
an hour on campus, I cried and liter- back when there was no air condially begged them not to send me here. tioner? People jeer and complain
The people I had encountered were about our football team, but those
unfriendly and I even had a teacher young men have a special Panther deyell at me, I told my mother , and I termination that not even bad press can
hadn't even erirolled yet! My parents touch. Panther Pride is - in spite of the

l.~~~!Y.~.~~. F'.~,~~~!!!i;,E!E~~~'l~~!:~~~ =~~~::~::~: :;:=:!E::"::!

Texas

Froll Ille Drililll alillators of
The Sia,so,s. featuri11 Ille vokes
of Jisol Aleulder, N11KJ Travis.
raa Clrrr Hd Dweezil Zappa.
11"1111 IIIISic IIJ Frnt ZaDDI.
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Panther Pride 1s a feeling
.
.
that will endure past l 995, a~d will
last as long as I have breath m me.
.
Panther Pride makes students be.
.
come active, rather than passive.
•
Panther Pride encorages students to
become problems solvers asoppo~ed
to p~oblem m~ers. Panthe~ ~nde
pemstently uplifts school spmt.
p he Prid · '9 ·
ant r . e m_ 5 1s a
nebulous term. It1sveryd1fficultto
•
•
concisely define this concept. Pan•
. •
ther Pride ~~ not be hm1ted to _a
mere d_efirutlon, but can ~ man1fes!ed m m'.'11~ ways and m m~y
actions. This 1s what Panther Pride
•
•
is to me m 1995.

oney, econ

anything else that has to do with can honestly say that I am a proud ter at hand: our educations.
Prairie v,·ew A&M U .
·t ,, Panther. I became and grow increasWhat does Panther Pride in
mvers1 y. . l
d I
Panther Pride is having the co..rage mg Yn_1ore ~rou as l ~ about the '95 mean to me'? For me, Panther Pride
to stand up for what you believe and bArdships this sch~l and its students has been a continuous process. 1n
trying to see others views. Panther have faced and continue to face. 1 am 1993, Prairie View was se\dom used
Pride is having the knowledge to also proud t~ ~d myself~ the list of addition \o my vocabu\ar;. \n \ 994,
know when something is wron
d students stnv1ngtoexce\mtbefaceof my main o\licctivc wu to make the
will affiect the uru·vers·ty
ghoanl . such strife. But, with hardship comes ......Aes to rransfer. In J995 ho~ev~•
I asa w
e,
.
A d .
.
,s,au
•
....
not just to know, but to also take a expenence.
n with expenence my Panther Pride ranges from taking
standandhelpmakethewrongright comes growth.
an active role in my school, to picking
PantherPrideisknowingwhatPraiIampproudwheniwalkthe up trash on my way home from the
rie View means to you. Panther campus,reflectm~onhowmany thou- library. PantherPridetomeisjustthat:
Pride has to do with you face light- sands of students path I tread from Prideinon'sschool and taking Pride in
ing up when you see the . th t long ago. I imagine what Prairie View one's self as a Panther.
sign. ha.. was t·k
· 1975 or '65, when there
reads "Prairi"e v·1ew A&M nextng
I em
t
(orleftdependingonwhichwayyou ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
come); the never ending smile that
covers your face when seeing the
flag poles help up by the Prairie

Mike's Auto Parts

continued on pg. 24

Ouafity Used Auto Parts since 1979

GO TO omcER
TRAINING
SCHOOL
•
•

ut your college
degree to work in the Air
Force Officer Training School.
Then, after graduating from
Officer Training School, become a
commissioned Air Force officer
with great starting pay, complete
medical and dental care, 30 days
of vacation with pay per year and
management opportunities. Learn
if you qualify for higher education
in the Air Force. Call

AIR FORCE OPPORTUN ITIES
TOLL FREE
1-800-423- USAF
Qon 0 raye rrenklm
Oonero

DO. lx>x '¥JJ • 601 TcnUi cStrccl
Hempotead. Te~85 T/445

Ph 4a3/ol6-3384
Off 4CJ,/ff'.h6'x)5
fax 4<1l/8'2&4}47

Located on highway 290 East... 826-8225
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Mayor
Con1inued from page I
Carreathers seeks the position out of a desire to serve the people
and Jove for his people. If elected,
Carreathersplanstomakebeingmayor
a full -time job. He believes the citizens of Prairie View need a mayor
whowillactasaguardianofthefinancial, economical and social aspects of
the city.
"We need the "serious
leadership"that can rally the necessary citizens pride, cooperation and
spirit of togetherness."
Loyalty is also important to
Carrethers. "A leader who achieves
through training, not blaming, and
pulls people, not pushes," is apart of
his campaign motto. Carreathers sums
it best himself, he possess the necessary pride, maturty, stablity, integrity
and self-esteem tobethecityofPrairie
View next mayor.
Former mayor Ron Levert,
1984-1990, plans to restore programs

Director for the Houston-Galveston
Regional Community Development
Block Grant Committe and several
others.
A man who is well known on
campus, Dr. Lee Henderson, former
mayor 1990-1994, ha s innovative
new plans for the city.
Born in Prairie View,
Henderson, says his platform consists
of "service to the community. I
became mayor of Prairie View at a
trying time. ( He succeeded Levert).
The city has not been paying its bills,
we were pitiful, the city was bankrupt." Under his leadership, Henderson
says, the $30,000 debt was paid and
the city began its climb toward economical stability.
''The city mayorneeds to be a
person about service," Henderson said
?'min it for community service. The
clly needs a good mayor; we have the
intellect, we need someone to direct
the growth."
Henderson was instrumental
in establishing the city's 911 service as
well as a more effective ambulance

Blast
The Panther would like to congratulate the Men and
Women's track teams on great seasons and
Good Luck at the SWAC meet.

"Yl JR SATISFACTION IS OU~ PRIMARY CONCERN"

Pride

continued from pg 23
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he left behind after his tenure as mayor service.
ended. Levert says, "I'm not making
For his efforts, he has been
a lot of promises, we're at a stand still. recognized by many organizations.
We are in need of someone with lead- Throughout his tenure as mayor, he
ership experience, someone with recieved service awards including:
contacts."
Black Texans Historical Society, Inc.,
Levert implemented numer- a special citiation for illustrious and
ous \)tograms as mayor. \n fact, he distinguished service as mayor~ an
began his campaign with the support awardfordedicatedservicetothecomofPrairie View students. He believes munity, and a University and Prairie
studentsarevery importanttothecity: View National Alumni Association's
he hired students to work in City Hall First Annual Achievers Award inPoliand a Prairie View student designed tics.
the house in which he now resides.
All of the candidates have
Levert said that his giving made contributions to the city and the
students the opportunity to bring their university. They have proven their deskills from the university to the city is sire to serve the City of Prairie View
very benefical to all. "We have an and also have shown themselves caobligation to teach the students the pable of maintaining a position of
political process," said Levert.
leadership.
Lervert has recieved nuUnfortunately, only one vote
merous honors including: an perpersoncan be cast. Excercise your
appointmentto the Board of Directors right to vote on May 6, 1995 at Prairie
for State Job Training Coordinating View City Hall located on Highway
Council; Chairman of th e Board of 290.

I

Keep reading The Panther.

THEPANTHER

EXPIRESOS-JS-92,_ ../
C'D02-I JAN 95

1 ____________________________________

elp up by the Prairie View A&
ign. To me this sign represent
trength, unity and a never endin
ove. Panther Pride is loving Prairi
iew, the good and the bad. Panthe
ide consists of much more than j us
ttending Prairie View, but what yo
o while you are here as well as afte
ou leave. Panther Pride is the tinglin
eeling you get when you hear th
ords "Prairie view" being discussed
s you can see, Panther Pride is mor
han just having school spirit, it is als
hat you do while you are here an
ht you plan to do once you leave
anther Pride is the knowledge tha
ople will die and people will b
illed, but one thing you can trust i
y love for the Hill.

---------- -----------------

TACO BELL

TH·E UNDERGROUND

CELEBRATIONS CATERING SERVICE
COOKIES-N-CREAM
FEATURING DRYERS PREMIUM ICE CREAM
&
OTIS SPUNKMEYER COOKIES

WJ.f A_T.

A. TFAM!! !
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VIE WPOINTS
•
Future mayor needs to address issues

VIEWPOINTS
That's why I'm imploring you t
try to reach her in this colum
Please
help!!

only and the best way to preserve the light at the intersection of Highway
The dropout of 1994, Mayor great history of our city.
Sincerely
290 and University Drive. After
Jiles Daniels has left the City of Prairie
Up to take this challenge are proudly speaking of his pa t term,
Friend of a Kind Perso
View in a short recession, that has three talented candidates: Council Leverett informs the audience that
slowed down the gradual econmic member RE. "Ray"Carreathers, 1990- his past term, Leverett informs the
growth implemented by past mayors l 994 Mayor Lee Henderson, and audience that his past speaks for
Friend
and officials. As a result, a special l986-1989 Ron Leveren. In the recent itself.
Dear
It is wonderful that
mayoral election is on the agenda for "MeetDaMan" program, given by the
It is unfortunate that we
Dear Jaquita,
Sally has someone like you to
May 6, 1995. The successor of this Sigma Gamma Rho sorority and the cannot take the talents ofall of these
One of my friends is a senior step up and speak for her, but
election will complete Jiles Daniels' Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity, each of gentlemen and make a "perfect"
term, and will be free to run for reelec- these candidates eloquently gave their mayor. Each ofthese candidates have living in L.O. Evans. Her problem is her what's wrong with her mouth ?
There is a problem
tion for the consecutive term.
ambitions for the city of Prairie View. their faults like the rest of human roommate. Let's call them Jane and Sally
This mayor really needs t be Carreathers spoke proudly of his vi- kind. But some of these faults need respectively. Sally is a thief. She is no when yourroommate wears your
one who is concerned with the tax- sion, supported by his quote from to be taken into consideration be- ordinary thief. She is repulsive and dis- underwear, but anybody with
paying citizens, the well-being of Proverbs 29:18, "Where ther is no vi- fore voting. It is imperative that this gusting. She took 13 pairs of my friends some common sense would
Prairie View A&M students,andmore sion, the people will perish." His new mayor represent the City of underwear. Then, Sally tried to sneak them known not to sit back and let it
importantlytheeconomicdevelopment six-point vision for the success and Prairie View well. His representaton back in Jane's' drawer by mixing them in go on and on . Jane MUST have
oftheCityofPrairie View. LikeCounty improvement of the City of Prairie will detemine if the city receives with he other underwear. I told Jane she some sort of mental problem to
Commissioner Frank Jackson says, View includes improved infrastruc- grants or other economic opportuni- should have fought Sally or at least ask her want to wear someone else un"We really need a leader with skills to ture, efficient and courteous service in ties. There should definitely be no to replace her underwear because she der clothes. That's your first
build coalitions, and motivate the CityHall,economicdevelopment,city- question about hisintegrity. If there threw them away. Jane said Sally must be r e a c t i o n .
There's an old saying
people."
university relations, city planning, and is, do you really think that he will desperate if she has to steal underwear. I
Let us take a look at some of city beautification. Carreathers admits represent the people in their best think it's a shame for Sally to do this. I was that goes, 'what glitters isn't althe issues. After being a city for ap- that his vision "may not be completed interests. I urge you, think about this really shocked because she is well known ways gold'. Meaning, that
proximately26years, there is no excuse in the first 90 to 108 days, but he vows carefully, and mak an informed vote. on campus because she works in student what appears to be a crazy thief,
activities.
could be some one in need of
for Prairie View to still be renting the to start and successfully complete each
e
I
p
City Hall building. Why have we not within a reasonable amount of time.
*** Note, if anyone is inI think Sally needs professional h
built o~~wn? Th~ res~urces are av~~Candidate 1990-1994Mayor terested in helping cover national
help. Jane is civil to Sally, but some- Therefore, don't always take
ab~e within th~umvemty_alone. ~ e Lee Hellderson happily reminded politics for the next election, please
times Jane just acts kind of cold towards things for face value. There's
View ~&Ms camp~~ is fi\\ed with peop\e how things were progressing contact Laura at 1383. The coverage
her. I decided to write you because Jane something more to than what
profess~on~sand aspmng_students that during his tenn. He went further to talk will begin in the fall.***
the
eye.
told me that Sally has taken some of her meets
could s1gmflcantly contnbute to the about the many economic projects that
As far as your friend
socks, soap, earrings, and other supposeconomic growth of Prairie View.
he was responsible for implementing.
Laura Williams
edly insignificant things. Jane is such a goes, she is old enough to handle
Why are so many of the rent These projects include a student hourly
Second-year biology major
sweet person. So, I know she'll never herown affairs. You need not be
houses unfrr for human Jiving? Yes, it program, an affiliation with the Colhi h school and bud in. Bud out.
is cheaper to Jive in these places than lege of Engineering and Architecture
on campus, but does it really have to be to successfully apply for a$0.5 million
sub-standardized?Besides, the students HUD grant to design and build a comare not the only ones benefiting from munity center, the purchase of 200
this, so are the landlords. So why are acres of Prairie View land by Daniels
FOR SALE
there not any house codes to ensure Industries to build their world headChinese iiestaur.mt
landlords continuance with the upkeep quarters, an improved upkeep of the
735 10th S i r . . - ~ TX (409) 82&-4336
MACINTOSH COIPfflR &
of their property? And why do we not city audits and property, and th
PRINTER.
UFFET EVERYDAY-OPEN 7 DAYS
have restaurants and stores within the eimproved attitudes of city service
( 16 Items & Saad lier)
Open from 11 a.m.C011plete system only
city of Prairie View like other colege employees. He speaks of a continua9p.m. ....days
urdl lk.ff9t_S4.9S-11:1 Sa.m.-2:30p.m.
$499.
towns? Why will the new 290 not have tion of his term, where Prairie View
Call Chris at
direct access roads to the university? will grow even more and become PraiDlnnw lluffet....SS.95-5:1 Sp.m.-8:30p.m.'
800-289-5685
These are only a few of the rieViewproudlikeothercollegetowns.
""Tt>GO- OIDfJIS AVAIAAP"
Jall, .. Judy Wol, 0 - . .
many concerns our new mayor must
Candidate 1986- I989 Mayor
- - - - - - - - - - - SINGLES 0AiELINE
WHAT SIGN ARE YOU?
address. We do not have time for a Ron Leverett confidently proclaimed
Get to Krow Someone You'll
Get Your Daily Horoscope
ceremonial head who just talks about "What Prairie View Can Dream, PraiReal!y Like! Singles Voice
Th& Key to yo,.x Future
issues and benefits from the various rie View Can Do." He then spoke
Mailbox $2/min 24hrs Tlone 1-900·288-6n7 Ext: 405
privileges. Prairie View is in dire need fondly of his term in office. He aluded
1-900-933-1001 Ext 250
$2/min 18+ Tlone Req'd
Avalon Comm (305) 525-0800 Avalon Comm. (305)525-0800
of a committed servant to its cause. It to his well recognition by many memhas been said by many ntellectuals on bers of society, including John F.
8'19in-Hwy290
campus, that if Prairie View does not Kennedy Schol of Government at
EIOlllll•bc1D1■P11
-Hempatud
do something about its economic Harvard University and President
Mailing Products---growth situation soon, developers from George Bush. He also spoke highly of
(acrON from Stop N'
Go and
the outside are going to come in and the $400, 000 grant he was able 10
Send SASE to: INTL
McDonald'•)
take control. When and if developers acquire for Prairie View's water sys2221 Puchne Road N.E.
SUIIID-415
-W• accept most major
come to Prairie View, the citizens of tern. And more importantly, ht: spoke
crecBt cards and checks!
Atlanta, GA 30309
Prairie View should have the last say of the safer Highway 290, thanks to the
on the placing of businesses. This is the increased police atrols and the red

Sherrell Po tell
Sophomore
you think of spring
Desoto, Texas

ImrJ:qJita

I think spring fest wasn't exciting as it
was in the past years. There should
have been a concert and rail y for some
worth
while
cause.

The Panther staff wishes everyone a safe
summer vacation.
________
... ___ .._ ____... ....- ....-- .... - -... --- - - - - - . ...

,

.___.. . .,,-

~id m advance. There are NO refunds. The Panther reserves the right to refuse advertising that it
Judges to promote violence, illegal activity, is demeaning in character or could possibly harm or in·ure
1
any or our constiuents.

TO PLACE AN AD, CALL (409)857-2132 BETWEEN SAM AND SPMI

What did
you think of
Spring Fest
'9 5' ?

Angela Harris
Senior
RATV major
San Antonio, Texas

Spring Fest was not well arranged
this year and I hold Student Activities accountable. A waste of time
and money, if any was lost.

Spring Fest appears to be a {")Sitive occasion ,
with regards to unifying the student body. The
timing of Spring Fest could have been better
for increased participation.

Roman Lewis
Senior
Criminal Justice
Ft.Worth, Texas

Kevin Johnson
Senior
Business
Waco, Texas

Hell, there wasn't a Spring Fest. When I
first came here it used to be hype, but
that's what they get for planning during
the Beach Party weekend. Whatever
happened to Martin Lawerence, Sinbad,
and Bernie Mack?

I hate the fact that the office of
Student activity office and the
registration office couldn't come to
some type of mutual agreement to
make Spring Fest 95' successful by
having more entertainment in the
Babydome.
Candice Jones
Junior
RATV
Port Authur, Texas

~

CLASSIFIEDS!

RAT~S & POLICIES· $2.00 for the f.-st 15 words, 10 cents for each additional word per run. Must be

.,

Broderick Kirksey
Senior
M:E major
Houston, Texas

I think spring Fest 95 was a flop compared to
the two Spring fests I've attended and participated in.

DALLAS

Chairperson of the Campus Activities Board speaks out
Many people complain about the prices of some
ofourevents. Weareconstantly
asked this question $5 ... Why?
The Campus Activities Board
is responsible for providing
programs to enlighten and entertain all friends and families
of Prairie View A&M University System. We are allocated
monies from the student service fees to help us achieve our
goals. Other funds have to be
raised to support the total operation. Aside from the present
11 committees providing
events, we also sponsor Mr. &
Miss Prairie View A&M University Scholarship Pageant,
Homecoming, Spring Fest and
the list is infinite. The amount
charged does not cover the total cost of the event and the

services rendered. Our people
do not support our activities,
moreover, we have several activities each semester that are
free.
As far as promotions,
we distributed many flyers and
posters; wehave weekly programs "HumpDay on the hill"
designed to enlighten our on and
off campus students about all of
our activities and we provide
"Happenings of the Week" available in the Office of Student
Activities, designed to recognize
all activities happening here at

PVAMU.
$5! WHAT,

are you crazy? The answer is no.
The purpose of charging for an
event is to continue to be able to
generate monies for future programming.
.If you think that our

prices are too high, support us
when it is time for fee allocalions.
If you would like to
join us in the programing and/or
implementing activities, contact
the Office of Student Activities
(409) 857-4410 or 857-2018.
Sample cost for an
event:

*EMTs (2 @ $50 per person)
100.00
Maintenance:
T
a
r
p
280.00
Building Coordinator
& workers (6)
275.00

POLICE

DEPARTMENT
EARN S24,818 . S28.223
Th, DnllR~ Police Dep11.rtment II one or Ult

n... Ill 1111 .......

St:1rtlng Hlarles while In the acaeem, rap ,._ IIC.ll....,_
-.1th cueer step lncreu111 tllal amouat" IIJII tldl( 1111 ftnt 111u
;t11ra or ,,.nice.
Ben,.nts Include delemd COlllptUadta, ftlllMa lfl aM 11e11a
tn~~ranrl! plans. an excellent rettnmat ,au 11111m aa, "1" ta
!lG •• 11nd a tuition retmburaemeat ,ncraa II..._ d alfara
and rqulpm,ntare rumlalled. Tllenll11awt..._tu.

Total
$2105.00
Activity: Party
Rr " part or the tradltlan of ucelleae,. If rn '-" at ltut.JI
Place: University Fieldhouse *Required by law.
• COLLflit: SEM[SlU .IIO~"KS Will a •c• 1""11
Q ta
(BabyDome)
Note: The estimated cost for Ill" Olli!!\~ Pnllr.e Oeplltment. Wo111n Ud lllllorttlll 111 . . . . . . .
Time:
9 p.m.-1 a.m.
damages ranges from $500 and In 11ppl~
up.
Recruiters for InteIViews
Expenses:
Some costs increase with ( nnt.v t Thursday May 4, 1995
3pn-7pn at
B u i I d i n g U s e Fe e time, also ifwe add performers
Drury Inn - Houston, TX
$350.00
to come.
Loop 610/San Felipe
*Security (15 minimum@ $15
Testing
at:
an hour)
900.00
Loretta Davis
Texas Southern University oo
D.J.
services Chairperson, Campus Activi~y 5-7, 1995 8am-5pn
200.00
ties Board

•...._,ate,

l

..•..•. ..•....•.. .•....•.
•
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From biology to journalism and all points in between
set for our new president, Dr. Hines.
International students don't just take
scholarship money away from other
'deserving' U.S. citizens, as many
falsely believe. In fact most are not on
any kind of aid whatsoever. International students add diversity to any
college campus, whether they are from
Jamaica, Trinidad, Ghana, Kenya,
Bangladesh or Korea.
For a place where we supposedly come to broaden our minds, too
many of us on this campus are closeNicole N. Johnston
minded. We don't care or want to
Managing Editor/ Copy
know about anything different from
what we've been accustomed to. This
only makes us look ignorant when we
When I first came to Prairie make generalizations about things,
View in Fall 1991 as a biology/pre- places and customs we know nothing
med. major, I went into shock. I was about. So if you don't know-ask.
from another country-Jamaica- Also, to fellow international students,
stuck in what seemed to be the middle have the patience to deal with quesof nowhere, no car and no public tions which sometimes seem very basic
transportation available, with the near- to you. I have come to find that many
est town five miles in either direction. genuinely don't know because they
Four years later and three weren't tau~ht. The problem doesn't
months away from my graduation in lie in ignorance, but being comfortAugust, l have adjusted and readjusted able in your ignorance.
man)' \'Imes. Since '9\ l ha.vecha.nged
There is sti\\ no regular pubmy majorto journalism and moved off lie transportation system to serve the
campus. Therein lies its own prob- Wal/er-Prairie View-Hempstead area,
/ems, but first...
nor is there the famous shuttle service
Since 199 I the number of between these areas that was talked of
scholarships given to international stu- being implemented ever since I ardents has dropped drastically. rived. Hint, hint...
Whatever the reason, (there have been
I would like to commend the
opposing views on the reasons for this), Office of Multicultural Services for
it is a situation that needs to be rem- their efforts to stress multiculturalism
edied. There lies the challenge I would and diversity on campus. In the years

I've been here they have continued to
improve in their efforts to promote and
sponsor different cultural activities and
workshops, including the international
students' week every semester.
To our landlords, some of
you professors, who must certainly
remember what it was like to be students-just because you know we need
places to stay is no excuse for subjecting your tenants to sub-standard living
conditions you wouldn't let your own
children live in, while you get fat off
our rents. Make the necessary repairs;
stop trying to be Mr. Fix-Its and rig
everything to break down again in two
weeks, when a professional would get
the job done once and for all and save
you money in the long run.
To all my Black brothers and
sisters, realize that though we are no
longer enslaved as our ancestors were,
we are not truly free until our minds
are free. Know the System and why
things are the way they are, because if
you don't you have lost the battle before you even began to fight. Then
whenever there are things we have to
do that we don't want to do, we'\\ at
least know why we're doing them. We
won't be acting blindly, kow-towing
to authority, for fear of losing our jobs
or otherwise, with no idea of the endpurpose of our actions.
Also remember that everything you see on a screen, read in a
paper, magazine or book, is from
someone's point of view, (even this
editorial), and be intelligently critical

of the media, which would have us and
the world believe that Black people
are ghetto-dwelling addicts and drunks
who rob, kill and rape the rest of society, and stand in welfare lines. Be
selective of the information you allow
to take root in your conscious and
subconscious minds, as well as those
of your children. You are the parents
of the next Black generation of Panthers, and strong parents produce
strong children. This is necessary if
the fight is to continue, and for us to
avoid regression at all costs.
As for those of us perpetuating the myth, because we believe it,
wise up to the fact that this is only to
our detriment. If something is detrimental to us, it is beneficial to someone
else (guess who), and why would we
want that?
Before I go I would like to
acknowledge some people who have
been instrumental in shaping my life
and my college career, as well as being
some of the best friends anyone could
wish for. First to the Force that watches
over us, guides and protects us; my
mother, Saverna, my backbone and
my inspiration; my stepfather, Monty,
for being there for both of us and
adding so much to both our lives; my
Grandma Mae and my father, Chaplain, whom I love; Carlisle Welsh, you
were there through so much of my life,
even when I gave you a hard time
because I didn't think I liked you;
Herman Graham, who got me here
(literally); Dr. Maurice Hope-Thomp-

son (advisor and nit-picker), Mr.
Banicki and Dr. Eiland, who made my
transfer into the journalism department relatively smooth; Ms. Diana
Fallis-Page for Society and Mass Media; Dr. Imari Obadele, for being Dr.
Imari Obadele; my best friend,
Shemett, who prays for me and listens
to my every complaint; my beautiful
goddaughter, Adjoa; F.C., there's still
no definition for you; Roderick Natta,
I always wanted a big brother; Willard
"Milo" Richards, you're always there
when I need you; Mrs. Sybil Crombie,
for watching out for all of us; all
"yard" massive; and the Panther staff.
Finally, take that first step
toward a higher level of consciousness. It's as simple as reading a book
by a Black author, or watching a film
such as the soon-to-be released Panther , and the rest will follow. The
more you know, the more you will
want to know.
"Emancipate yourselves from
mental slavery,
None but ourselves can free our
minds."
--Bob Marley, Redemption Song
" Secretly the system programs the
pain.
In disguise of everyday l ife problems."
--David "Ziggy" Marley, World
So Corrupt
Be at peace with your elf and others.
One Love a11d Irie!

'Under One Roof' deserves more than one season
Alumna. This new show is one of
many that may not make it back for our
viewing next season.
The last show has been taped
and will mark the end of a yet another
television series that has a relevant
betrayal of everyday Ii fe in the African
American community. We can do
nothing and this show will certainly be
cancelled or we can use the same power
Candice Y. Clay
that others use to influence those deciManaging Editor/ Business
sion makers in corporate America.
Even the popularity, talent Some of you may ask what powers?
and fame of the renowned James Earl These are the powers of economics
Jones has not ensured longevity for
the new television show "Under One
Roof'. This show featured one of our
own Monique Ridge a Prairie View

monitored by Nelson and other forms
of ratings. It is an accurate way for
executives to account for viewers and
interests they may not have considered. Itwasalsobroughttomyattention
that each letter represented hundreds
of dollars to the networks and their
subsidiaries. And since most of us
don't have the dollars in the bank to
spend directly with the networks we
can and must use our hundreds of
dollars in influence.
This show had a well rounded
and realistic set of characters. The
show was appropriately named be-

his daughter and a foster son. The
family dealt with real issues relevant
to African American experience. On
oneshowtheteenagedaughterwanted
her parents to buy her a dress of an
upcoming dance. When her mother
refused she stole her credit card and
bought the dress with the intention of
taking it back after the party. Well of
course she wasted punch on the dress
at the party and as a result her mother
found out what she had done. Another
episode involved Ridge and a man she
was dating. This man was dating her
and another woman and claimed to

for his daughter. A situation Ridge did
not appreciate because she had previously gotten out of the relationship. I
found both of these scenes to be very
realistic events not just in the African
American families but in any family
where there is love and close quarters.
I've just given a basic overview of two shows that I've seen and
enjoyed. I encourage everyone to take
a moment write a letter and use the
power that you have.
You can write or call

CBS Network Headquarters
51 West 52nd Street
which is very clearly understood by
cause Jones, the grandfather, owned a care for Ridge but did not want to give New York, NY Ioo 19
the networks. For every letter written
large house in which he let his son and up his other woman. Her father found (212) 975-5321
it's a way for CBS and other networks
family of four live in the other side; out about his man and his activities (212) 975-3166 audience services
to be influenced by consumers not
while he hared his (Jones) half with and proceeded to handle the situation
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